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1bc ",ries of Civil Defence handbooks and pamphlets is produced 
uoder the authority of tbe Home Secretary by tbe Civil Defence 
Depanment of the Home Office with the assistance of and in c0-
operation with the Secretary of State for Scotland and other Ministers 
concerned. 
Measures for safeguarding the civil population against the effects of 
war wbicb these publications describe, bave become an essential part 
of the defensive organisation ohhis country. The need for them is not 
related to any belief that war is imminent. It is just as necessary that 
preparations for Civil Defence should be made in time of peace as it is 
lhal preparations should be made for Ihe Armed Forces. 
The publications cover, as far as is possible, measures which caD be 
taken to miligate the effects of all modern forms of attack. Any scheme 
of Civil Defence, if it is to be efficient, must be up-to-date and must 
take account of all the various weapons which might become available. 
The scale of bombing experienced in areat Britain during the 1939-45 
war might be considerably exceeded in any future war, and types of 
weapons and tactics which were not experienced in this countryrnight 
conceivably be used against it in the future. It does not foUow that any 
one of the weapons, e.g. the atomic bomb, will necessarily be used, and 
it is most important that a proper balance is held between wha£ is 
likely and what is possible. 
The use of poison gas in war was forbidden by the GcneV'4 aas 
Protocol of 1925, to which this country and all the other countries of 
Ihe Western Union were parties. At the outbreak of a war, His Majesty'. 
Government would try to secure aD undertaking from the enemy not 
to use poison gas. Neyertheless the risk of poison gas being used 
remains a possibility and cannot be disregarded any more than can 
certain further developments in other scientific fields. 
The publications are desisned to describe not only pnoc:autiouary 
schemes which experience in the last war proved to be extremely 
effective in preventing avoidable injury aDd loss of life. or widespread 
dislocation of national industries, but also the training, both technical 
and tactical, which will be required of the penonnei of the Civil 
Defence Services if they are to be ready elfectively to play tbeir part if 
war should ever break out. The publications aim at giving the best 
available information on methods of defence against all the various 
weapons. Information is not complete in respect of some of these 
weapons and the best methods of countering them, but as results of 
experimental work and other investiptiODS mature, they will be revised 
and added to from tim. to time so that the Civil Defence Services may 
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The purpu:,oc of lhl� pamphlet is to �e[ out in simple form the basIc 
principles of personal and collecttve protection against Chemical 
\Varfarc. 
The Information it conL<lIns :,hould enable ever) member of the Civil 
Defence Org.lIlisation to understand the properties and effects of \Var 
Gases, and to appreciate the risks which these cntail. 
The pamphlet should also be of interest to the general reader since 
the protection of the ci\ il population must depend largely on the action 
of 1Ildi\ iduaIs themselves. A knmdcdge of the basic principles and of 
the correct way of applying any available measures of personal pro­
tection should enable members of the general public to look after 
thcmsehes, and tbus ensure an effective national defence against gas 
warfare. 
The Germans did not use gas during the 19J9�1945 war, but on il!> 
conclusion it was found tbat they held large stocks of both ncw and old 
war gases and some of these were ready for use in bombs and shells. 
Though we cannot be certain why they did not use this weapon, it I:, 
fair to assume that the k nowledge that the population of this country 
all possessed efficient respirators and were trained i n  their usc, together 
\\ith the pos\ibilil) of retaliation. \\3S an important deterrent. 
It �hould, ho\\ever. not be assumed that gas will not be encolilltered 
In ruture wars. 
New gases have been dIscovered, and tbe racl that gas was not used 
during the last war might well increase the possibility of its future use, 
in the hope of achieving the surprise upon which the success or any 
ga:, attack largely depend:.. 
Gu!> warfare i:., thererore, :.(111 one of (he ri:.k:. thal the CIvil populd� 
lion mu!>t be prepared to face and gas training and provi:.ion of pro� 
tection must continue. 
A number of unused paragraph:. have been left at (he end of each 
chapter to pcrmit of any additions that may be considered nccessar) 
rrom time to time. This, it is hoped, will avoid the necessity of re� 









I. WAR GASE� 
Gas IS a chemical wcapOll relying on its pOisonous effects and, iLke 
other weapons of war, its object is LO kill or incapacitate. As its name 
implies it may be used as invisible vapoUI. It may be employed a ... 
minute solid panicles or liquid droplets which are airborne and in· 
visible; or it may be used as liquid which evaporates to form invi'iible 
vapour-both liquid and vapour being dangerous. 
War gases may be divided into two main catcgoricl; : 
Non-persiliitcnl and persistent. 
Non-persistent Gas 
Non-persistent gases arc thme whIch will rcmalll cffeclive for onJy 
a short time
. 1ii0 that the locality in which they have been released 
quickly ceases to be dangerom,. They are liberated in the form of 
airborne droplets of liquid, parliclc� of a solid, or as a true gas. They 
are therefore at the mercy of the prevailing weather conditions and are 
quickly dispersed. 
Persistent Gas 
Persistent gases are liquids which evaporate slowly, glvmg off 
pOisonous vapour and therefore .. persist" or remain dangerous 
for some considerable time, unless something is done to destroy or 
neutralise the liquid. 
2. CLASSIFICATION BY EfFECTS 
The division of gases into the two main groups-non-persistent and 
persistent-is convenient because as soon as it has been determined to 
which category the gas belongs, it  is possible to decide whether the 
area in which the gas has been liberated requires special treatment. 
Gases may also be classified according to the effects they produce 
upon the human body, and such a system of grouping i� more satis­
factory when considering the subject of personal protection. 
This method of classification i s  by no means rigid, for some or the 
gases possess the characteristics of more than one group, but the 
principal war gases may be divided into five main groups. These 
groups, placed in what is now considered to be their order of importance 
are as follows:-
(i) Nervc Gase ... 
Iii) Blister Gases 
(iii) Choking Ga .. c ... 
(iv) Tear Gases 
(v) 'Jose Gase� 
For the purpose of personal protection it 15. important \0 know the 
general characteristics of these groups. In the sections which follo\\. 
therefore, the characteristics and effects of the aboVt>mentioned gases 
are described in tenns which are, as far as possible. applicable to 
each group as a whole. Those interested in the specific properties of 
individual gases will find particulars of the better known ones in the 
.. Chart of \Var Gases" Appendix" A." 
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3. ClIARA( 11·11I�11(!> \'11) II ... (I� 
Thr cllc(.;ts produced by any war ga<; depend on the amoulll or the ga.;, 
,-Ind the length of time a rerson is cxpo')cd to it. The !)(ronger the 
concentrallon. the greater will be the injury produced in a gi'v'cn lime. 
It .. hould not, h wever, be a'\sumcd that "mall quantitil"S of gas will 
ilh\ays cau\c injury. 
(il "",cnc Cn�cs 
(1I) Characteristics 
The members of thie, group are per!t;')lcnt or sell1i-per�i"'lenl liquid ... 
"hi,h gl\c off invisible vapour!). These \apours have practically no 
.. mell. They are ahsorbed only through the eyes and hreathing pav·.age, 
tlnd cannot be detected except by their effecls, 
The liquid can be absorbed through the skin and will penetrate 
clothing and may be absorbed by the skin underneath. "either vapour 
nor liquid came irritation or bli�terlng. 
(1)) IfJem 
\' /I. I' 0 1 R mall do<,e� ab:..orbed in either vapour or droplet form 
C<lll:"C contracllnn of the pupils of the eyc� resulting in dimnes:.. of 
\ I:..ion and dlfliculty In focus ... ing on near object". They al<.;o cJU ... c 
running of the nO'!le, headache .lnd tightne",s of the dle ... t. The ... e 
"'ymplOm\ dCHlop 10 5 )0 minutes. depending on the do ... e. 
It larger doses are ab.,orbcd. the symptoms de�cribed above will be 
follo\\;ed by twitching and cOllvuhions of the limb� and then pO�"'lbly 
dCi.1lh. These morc serious symptoms dnclop in about S minute ... to 
6 hours depending again on Ihe do.,c. 
I lOu II) Splashes of liquid on the ... kln \\111 be ri.lpldl) ab ... orbed, 
even tug\.! spla�hcs being absorbed 111 a fe', minutes. The:..) mptomr, 
arc the same as those produced by e\po�ure to vapour. If liquid :"Jer\'c 
gas is swallowed in contaminated food or water it \\ilJ cause death. 
There may be a delay between the lIlitial symptoms and the OJl!:lct 
or cOJlvuhions and possibly death. during \vhieh period It will be 
Impos'llble 10 sa) whether or not a fatal dose ha� been recei\'cd. An}one. 
therefore, \\ho show') the initial symptoms. contraCtion of the pupiJ<..  
headache, etc .. must be reg.lrded as seriously III and treated accordl11gl) 
(r) PrOleCfiOfI 
The rc-,piraLor, pro\ ided II tils proped} Jnd I, In an efficient condi­
lion. \\ill protect the cycl:: and breathl11g pa,sage, ag.lIn ... t Ncnc ga-,e ... , 
but will not, of cour�e, prevent ab,orplion or the liquid Ihrough the 
skill of othcr parte; of the hody. 
(ii) OIbttr (;a,(', 
(tI) C/llltil('ft.'ri\lin 
The member, of lim group ar� hqlllJ, l)j \,11) lug Jegree, of p<!r",. 
tenee, gi\lng on In\i,,lble \:J.pcHlr, Thc) h:l\e grcat po \ cr� of penctrJ­
tion and there arc ft!\\ malcnah into \\hich both liquid ,\nd \JPour \\ill 
not be absorbed. 
Contact with the liquid will cause injury, as will exposure to the 
vapour, provided the period of exposure to the latter is sufficiently long. 
Both liquid and vapour will attack any part of the body. 
Some mcmber ... of the group have pungent ,mell, and irTililllt enCCI' 
01\ the no-,c ;lnd C)C'. ilnd tllll\ \\ill ghe carl� \\.lrningof thclr prcc;encc, 
• 
Olher� ha\\! I�linl and indefinite smells which nre lmlikcl) to be rccog­
nie;;ed in air raid conditione;;. 
(h) EfT"'" 
\ A PO U R Exposure of the eyes to vapour causes no immediate 
discomfort. but i f  prolonged, may result in closure of the eyes after 
some hours, with temporary blindness for one or two weeks. 
Breathing of the vapour over long periods, may cause serious injury 
to breathing passages and lungs which may prove fatal. 
Exposure of the :-.kin to vapour call�C') no immediate discomfort or 
irritat ion. If the exposure is prolonged or the concentration of vapour 
I"> high, rednes'i of the skin and severe irritation will develop in 2-24 
hours. This redness may soon begin to show numerous small blisters 
which run together to form larger ones. 
I I QUI D-A small drop of liquid in the eye, unless treated imme­
diately. will usually cause permanent blindness in that eye. 
Liquid swallowed in contaminated food or water, and liquid in the 
form of minute a irborne droplets which arc inhaled, will both cause 
"evere internal injury. 
liquid on the skin will be rapidl) ab�orbed and may or may not 
cau�e a stinging sensation. Except for this, there will be no apparent 
effects until 15 minutes to about 2 hours afterwards. when redness and 
irritation of the skin will develop, and thie;; will be followed by the 
formation of blisters within I to 8 hours. 
(c) Protection 
The respirator will protect the e}es, no:-.c. breathing pa��.\gc� and 
lungs. Special clothing is  required to protect other parts of the body. 
(iii) Choking Gases 
(0) Characteristics 
The members of this group are true gases or liquids \\ hich evaporate 
quickly. They are therefore non-persistent or only e;;lightly persistent. 
Those which have been used i n  war have pronounced and offensive 
'imelllj. When inhaled in large quantities they cause serious damage to 
the lungs which may prove fatal. 
(h) Effects 
Their effects are IInmediate and unmistakable. The inltl.!1 �} l1lptom<; 
arc irritation of the nose and throat, causing coughing whieh may be 
violent. There is a feeling of tightness in the chest and a pain behind 
the brea�t bone. A certain amount of irritation of the eye') is common. 
After expo�ure the initi:l1 �ymptoms may �lIbside for a time, during 
which no ill effects (Ire fell, but this may be followed by the appearanct: 
of the more �eriolls symptoms. I n  consequence of this. no physical 
exertion should be undertaken in tbe 24 hours following exposure to 
Choking gases, i f  the initial symptoms have been severe. 
(c) Protection 
The respirator gives complete protection against Choking gases. 
(if) Tear Gases 
(a) Characteristics 
The gases in this group may take lhe form of invisible minute 
airborne solid particles, or invisible vapour from persistent liquids. 
They arc effective even in low concentrations. 
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(I» I,fjeer., 
The CffcCb "hlch arc Immediate. eire �marllng of the eye'l and a 
proru�c flow of lear'. They cau.-.e no permanent Injury to the eye .. 
unlcs, \oJid or liquid Tear ga.-. enter ... the eye. 
(c) Proteelion 
The respirator gl\C\ complete protection, 
(v) No\C Gases 
((1) C/wracll?rij/H.'J 
The gases in Ihis group are !>olld arsenJca! compounds, which, when 
dispersed by heal or explosion, produce vast numbers of millute 
airborne panicles. These are invic;ible and except when highly concen­
Irated have no smell. 
(b) elfeClS 
When inhaled these gases are extremely effectlve e\en In very 10\\ 
cOllcenlrntions. but the Ollset of symptoms is delayed for a few minute" 
They produce a burning pain at the back of the Dose, in the throat 
and chest, a fullness of the head and a general feeling of discomforl. 
Sneezing, coughing, headache and achmg of the gums are common. 
The :,ymploms lcnd to Increase after putting on a respirator or 
getting clear of the cloud, since the particles which have been inhaled 
remain in the nose, throat and chest. Though they cause much dis­
comfOrl these symptoms pass off quickly leaving no ill effects. 
(c) Protection 




y. BEHAVIOUR OF (;A� UNDER DIFFERENT 
CONDITIONS OF WEATHER AND GROUND 
The effectiveness of ga'l may be con�lderably influenced by both the 
\,cather condition:) at the time "oct the characteristics of the area in 
which it is released. 
(i) \Veather Condition" 
The principal \\cather condition, affecting the behaviour of g<l<, ;He 
"ind. temperature and rain. 
(a) iVind 
Non·persislcnl gas \\111 be carried along b) the wind, bClIlg diluted 
and dispersed all the lime. The stronger the wind, the more rapid will 
be this dilution and dispersal and hence the shorter the distance the 
gas will travel in effective concentration. 
Persistent gas will evaporate more quickly under the influence of a 
strong, drying wind than in a calm, but there will be little increase 
in the danger from vapour on account of it<; more rapid dilution and 
dispersal. 
(b) Temperatllre 
In a high temperature and bright sunlight there I� a tendency for 
upward air currents to develop, and in con�cquence non·persistent ga'l 
will be dispersed upwards and a� it rises will also spread out sideway ..... 
Temperature chiefly affects persistcnt gas. In hot weather persistent 
gas evaporates more quickly than in cold and the vapour danger i ... 
correspondingly increased unless there is a strong wind blowing. In 
very cold weather some persistent gases may freeze and in this state 
they will give off little or no vapour until they begin to thaw. Contact 
with frozen blister gas, however. will still cause blistering of the skin. 
Persistent ga!.es are more readily absorbed by some materials, e.g .. 
tarmac road surfaces. when these have been warmed by the hot sun. 
(c) Rain 
Rain will have little effect on either non-persistent or persistent gase� 
unless it is really heavy. Heavy r:tin tend� to wash gas out of the air and 
may wash away liquid persistent gas on the <;urfacc 10 other places 
where, however. it may still be dangerous. 
(ii) Ground Characteristic'!' 
In open country gas will drift \\ilh the \\Ind. pa::'�1I1g rOllnd or o\er 
obstacles such as hedges, small clumps of trees, etc. 
Gas released in a built-up area wili drift before thc wind following 
the direction of the streets. Where the wind is at an angle to the line 
of a street some of the gas will travel down side streets. Thus a fairly 
wide area in a general downwind direction from the poinl of release 
of the gas will be dangerous. There will be a tendency for non-persistent 
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sheltered places where there is little nir movement. Dangerous concen­
trations may therefore remain in such places for some time after the 
main volume of the gas has been carried sway by the wind (see Fig. I). 
The f�ct that waf ga'lc", Ihcll1�che'i arc hea\ier than air will not pre\-ent 
dangcTOU\ COllccntr.1I101l'i from piling lip aga1llq .lnd pa",mg o\cr th� 
lOP of �In) hilt Ihe I.dlcq buddlllS' II  Ihe� t:;\nnot lind an C.l ... lcr \\3� 
• 
round them. Porous surf.tces \\Jll more reddJly .tbsorb liquid gdS thall 
h'lrd surfaces. The gas thus absorbed being less effected by weather 
conditions will remain dangerolls for a long period. 
(iii) Summary 
Gas will be Illost dangerous in Imld weather ""lIh a light wind to drift 
It considerable di�tance\ in high concentration. Both non.persistent 
and persistent gases are likely to be more dangerous in built·up area:, 







CHAPTER I I I  
13. GAS ATTACK 
If gas is used in attacks on the civilian population of this country, the 
ga::.es most likely to be used are those of the Nerve, Blister and Choking 
groups. The possibility of a lear gas \\ ilh a pronounced smell being 
used in conjunction with a blister gas to mask the latter's presence 
should not, however, be overlooked. Effective atlacks could be made 
by aircraftdropping bombsorreleasing liquid gases in the form of spray. 
(i) Bombs 
Bombs filled with Nerve and Blister Gases may be o(Jarge, medium 
or small capacity. 
The fuzes used in large and medium type bombs may be such as to 
burst the bomb case on impact or to bur!!.t the bomb case al a pre· 
determined height above the ground. 
With all impact !u:e a part of the filling will be liberated in the form 
of small droplets and vapour, which will drift away with the wind. 
The higll explosive burster, which is initiated by the fuze, may be 
powerful enough just to open the bomb and splash its contents around 
the point of burst heavily contaminating everything in the vicinit). 
This contamination will continue to give ofr dangerous \apour which 
will drift downwind. 
On the other hand the burster may be such ::IS to open the bomb and 
disrupt the filling thus dispersing the liquid in a mixture of much 
smaller droplets and vapour which will drift with the wind. leaving lillie 
or no Liquid contamination. 
With the air burst /1I::e practically the whole of the liquid contents of 
the bomb will fall like rain over a limited area beneath. Drops of Nerve 
or Blister gas falling on exposed skin or entering the eyes are extremely 
dangerous and drops of liquid blister gas on clothing may cause 
injury by blisters unless the clothing is removed soon enough. 
Bombs filled with Choking Gas 
Large capacity bombs only will be lIsed with this type of filling and 
will be fuzed to open on impact. 
When such a bomb with a choking gas bursts, a very highly COQcen­
trated cloud of gas forms immediately in the vicinity. This will drift 
with the wind, being gradually diluted and dispersed as it travels. 1n 
weather conditions favourable to the usc of gas the concentration may 
be sufficiently high over the first few hundred yards of its travel to kill 
unprotected persons in its path. For a further few hundred yards it is 
likely to rema!n sufficiently concentrated to cause serious injury to 
unprotected persons. 
(ii) Spray 
Persistent liquid gases of the Nerve �Ind Blister groups could be 
released from containers in aircraft. The liquid would split up into 
small drops and fall like a short, sharp shower of rain over a fairly 
wide area. This method of attack is not considered to be effective 
enough agJln�l to\\O'" and cities to make it  worth ""hile and is more 
\uilCd to attJch on Iroop� In the field. 
Whether from low flymg or high flYing ,11rcrafL the principal danger 
from Spray allack.., he" In the pos\lbilit} of large numbers of people 
in the open being IIlJured by drop� of the ga') failing on their exposed 
skin and clothing. rhere \l.ill be little danger frOm Blister gas vapour 
and Blister gac, contamination of the ground i.., unlikely to be heavy 
enough to call for ... pecial decontamination aeuen. Jr. hO\l.cver. 




17. RECOGNITION OF HIE PRES!:: CE 
OF WAR GAS 
In the past all members of the Civil Defence Service., were taught 
Iv take certain steps to detcct war gas and to recognise it; type. 
The Public, too, were encouraged to learn enough <.lboUl .!!imple 
method!. or detection to enable them, at lea�t. to realize the presence 
of war gas. 
The recommended methods were well sui led 10 the conditions which 
then prevailed. All known war gases could be readily detected by one, 
or a combination of, the tests advocated and, if  these were proper!) 
carried Qut, there was no danger to the i ndividual using them. 
With the arrival of nerve gases as possible agents i n  gas warfare, 
however, these conditions have cbanged. Owing to the very insidious, 
rapid, and dangerous effects of these gases and, except i n  the liquid form, 
the absence of any means of recognising their prcsence until the initial 
symptoms (see Chapter I-Nerve Gases (b) Effecls) show they ha\e 
already attacked the body, protection can only be ensured by putting 
on the respirator immediately a n  enemy air attack takes place i n  the 
vicinity or tbe .. gas warning" is given and, by keeping it  on until the .. gas clear" signal is given. To use the sense of smellllollid be d{lllgerolls 
(llId should 1/01 be altempted. 
For members of the C.D. Services and for ordinar) individuals this 
prohibition reduces the means of recognising the prescnce of war gases 
and identifying their type to what can be done while wearing the 
respirator, i.e., to what can be seen, what can be heard, \\hat can be 
feil on exposed parts of the body and to chemical indicators. 
It may be pos5ible to see faint vapoury clouds vI ::oOIllC non-per�j<,tcnt 
gases such as those of Ihe " choking" group or the .< nose" group but 
this is  unlikely except near the source of the gas. 
h will be possible, also, to see wet patches and ::.plashc:, of liqUid 
persistent gas except in wet weather when they may not be obviou:,. 
Such liquid might be Nerve,· Blister or Tear Ga::.. 
A::. regards hearing, there may be a noticeable dlOerencc bct\\cen the 
sharp crack of the explosion of a n  H.E. bomb and the duller ::.oUlld of 
a ga::. bomb, which has a small bursting charge and contains a 
large quantity of ga:" whether the' laller bur::.t:" on the ground or III 
the air. 
A loud, sharp explosion cannot, however, always be as)ul11cd 10 be 
a n  H.E. bomb because the large-capacity gas bomb, designed lO 
produce a highly concentrated cloud of minute droplets and vapour, 
may sound much the same, but any suggestive indications may be 
u:,eful if considered i n  conjunction with other observations. 
With the eyes, Tlo)e and lung::. protected by the respirator, n;:l.:ognI1l011 
of the presence of gas by the sense of feeling Will be confined to the 
appreciation of wetness on exposed parts of the body from li4Uid of the 





, IS. (III,MICAL DI::TEC fOR'> 
0) Detector Paint 
A c;pccial paint known 01<; Detector Paint was i�sued dUring the last 
\-Var to the Civil Defence services for detecting the pre�ence of liquid 
gase ... , but thi ... is now being superseded by Detector Poy.der 
Detector p,lInl may �tjll be used by the miliLary and is usually 
grecnish·ycllow or brown In colour. When liquid 'Jerve or Blister 
gases comc Into contact with it, the paint changes to a reddish colour. 
Thio; colour change may not be easy to see if  the l iquid i tself is of dark 
colour or the pallll IS dirty. enain olher liquids, among them Tear 
g.I\, "i l l  aho produce a reddish reaclion. 
Detector paint had 1\"'0 principal u<;es -
<oj Spro) DelecloN 
A board about IH square painted " ilh detector paint and 
set in the open at a slight slope, so that drops of liquid \ ... ould 
tend to run and lea\e the red reaClion casler to see. 
Cb) Ground Detectors 
Strips of paper palmed ,I,.ilh detector paint and fixed over the 
end of a slick such as J broom handle \\ere used to test suspicious 
patches or :,pla,hes of liquid on the ground. 
(ii) Detector Po\\dcr 
A .,pccial Detector Po"dcr has been dc\eloped , ... hlch \.:In be used 
to detect the presence of liquid gases and Idemify them. The po"der 
I., the colour of white pepper. and " III be supplied i n  canisters \\lth 
perforatcd ends:,o thill it can be sprinkled on to an} suspicious liquid. 
It gi\cc;, different colour reaction., for different liqUid g3ses. In contact 
,\ IIh liqUid M uSlard gas It changes to scarlet and \\ Ith liquid J\ef\e 
gas to a }eIlO"-OT<lllge colour. By "prinkllllg. i t  can be brought into 
contact \\ Ith liquid droplet' on an} I} pc of surface, rough or smooth. 
,\ Ithout risk of droplet' in cracks and crevice., escaping deteclion. 
(iii) PockN 'apour Detector 
Apparatus knO\\ n as the Pocket Vapour Detector is avaiJabJe for 
detecting the presence of blister gas rapour and for assessing the degree 
of danger ariSing from such concentrations. 
� �., ,. " "f .- ....... .. 11 l.l ... u loJ I,lL ... n , . .... e,en .... '\.. .3.:f\ ILL!) .11 .J i.Jtt:1 
Though Ih.:: d�te":tlon of gJ'\ h,l" become marc ddllculi, the g.1'lIl!,! 
,)\ gas warnlng'\ \\ ill \tlll be a rc'\pOIlslbllll) of the Ci, il Defence Sen i(';c'\, 
.Ind all rncmber� of the public too Illu.st be contllluall} on the look·oUI 
ror unusual !lounds of bursting bombs, for 's)mptoms III themseh(") 
.Ind other ... , for ... pl,l ... he.s of liquid. !llbplciou'\ \Illokc or other \ i:.ible 
sign., ror "hich there Ilt no nalur.11 c\planJllon. Jnd If there arc an, 
IIldicJllOlh of the po\siblc pre.,encc of ga!l. the rc .. pirator l11m-t be plit 






2�. PERSONAL PROTECTION 
RESPIRATORS 
I 
War gasc� attack by way of the eyes, nose and mouth and, III SOI1l� 
cases, through the skin of any part of the body. Protection against gas 
is obtained. therefore, by prevellling gas from gaining access tQ vulner­
able pans of the bod}. In the case of the individual this can be done 
by wearing a respirator and, when necessary. special clothing, described 
in a later chapter. 
The respirator in its simplest fOfm consists of a covering for the eyes, 
nose and mouth with a canister attached, through which all air breathed 
in by the wearer must pass. This canister, known as the container, is 
tilled with material which will remove all traces of war gas from air 
breathed through it, and is filted with a non-return v;:dve to prevent the 
moist used air passing out through it and causing damage to its contents. 
15. PROTECTION AFFORDED 
The respirators described in this chapter will give protection again!lt 
all war gases in concentrations a great deal stronger than any likely to 
be met in the open and will remain effective even if worn repeatedly 
during successive gas attacks. It must be remembered, however, that 
they have not been designed to protect against some of the gases which 
may be met in industrial processes or in every day life. For instance, 
they will not protect against the deadly carbon monoxjdc gas, present 
in coal gas and the exhaust fumes of motor cars. 
26. TYPES OF RESPIRATOR 
Different kinds of respirator were produced to meet the special re­
quirements of different types of wearers having regard to the risks they 
might have been called upon to face and the nature of their duties whilst 
exposed to gas. The three principal types were :-
CiI'i!iall t),pes for the general public who were not expected to 
remain for long periods or undertake �trenuous work in ga, 
affected atmospheres. 
They compri�ed the Civilian Respirator, thl! Small Child'", 
Respirator, the Anti-gas Helmet for babies, the Helmet Rl!spirator 
and the Hospital Respirator. 
The CiI'ilioll DUl)' Respiralor. A more robust type for those \\ho 
had to remain at their posts anJ carry on with their normal duties 
whether gas was prescnt or not. 
The Serl'ice Respirator. A more elaborate type for tho�c \\ho 
might have been called upon to remain for long periods and to 
work hard in high concentrations of gas. 
The wcarer of any respirator must inevitably expcriencl! !)OIllC �Iight 
resistance to breathing ;:lIld be handicapped to a certain c\.tcnt in hi!l 
normal activities. Every effort has been made to reduce those draw­
backs to a minimum by giving the clearest and widest field of view 
possible and, where necessary, filting an outlel valve to allow easy 
escape of the air which is breathed out. 
)) B 
SIde un-ps exert­
Ing a pull In line 
with the aXIs of 
the (ontalncr. 
• 
T bu(kte not - , 
tOO far down at 
b.,(k of the head 
Fig. 2 
The Civilian Respirator being worn. 
(i) I he Ci,ilian Re�l)iraIOr 
Eye panel 
well dear of 
- nose. 
• Eyes about 
the middle of 
the eye panel 
Snug fit under 
the chin. 
This con!)l�ts or a ma�k or thlll sheet rubber with a large window or 
non-inflammable tran�parclll material. The container illS into the 
faccpicce and l'i 'iccurcd by mean';) or a stout rubber band. The rubber 
or the ma::,J... . being thin and lle\lblc, maJ...c'i a ga'i-light contact with the 
�kin or the race all round. The mask \\llh conlainl!r attached i 'i  held 
in placc b) threl! " ebbing band� \\ hich PJ�S through a T-shapcd buckle 
,H the back of the hC;ld (.)et' Figs. :! 011(/ 3). 
When thc " carer breathe::, in, air i::, dra\\1l Ihrough Ihe container 
" here all tracc� or \\ar ga� are rcmovcd. Whcn he breathes Ollt the 




breath from going out through the container and it  escapes from the 
facepiece past his cheeks. 
Civilian Respirators were made in three sizes, large, medium and 
small. 
A stout cardboard carlon was issued with each respirator to contain 
i t  when not i n  use. (See Figs. 4 and 5.) 
<ul The Small Child's Respirator 
This respirator was designed for children sufficiently developed to 































Fig. 4.  
Civil,an Respirator with Its canon . 
.. --- -- - -.-
Fig. S.  





The Small Child's Respiralor. 
small size Civilian Respirator. As a rough guide it was suitable for 
children between the ages of about 1 8  months and 4 to 4! years. Some 
Children below the age of 4 years were filted \\ ilh the smal l  size 
Civilian Respirator. 
Il  consists of a thin, flexible moulded rubber facepiccc with scpawlt! 
eye-pieces of non-inflammable transparent material and an outlet valve. 
A container is  screwed into a metal mount on the front of the facepiece 
(See Fig. 6). This container, though smaller, gives the same degree of 
- --
Fig. 7.  
Back view of Small Child's Respirator showing bottom tWO springs 
of head harness hooked together 
protection 3S that filted to respirators for adults. The respirator IS held 
in place by a hcad·harness formed of coiled springs enclosed in cotton 
hraid. The head· harness is not adjustable but the tension and flexibility 
of the springs is  stich that the facepiece is held ill firm but comfortable 
contact with the face. A hook and eye auachmenl to the two lower 
springs of the hend-harness enable them to be hooked together 3t the 
back of the neck \\hich prevents easy removal of the respirator by the 
38 
child itself (see Fig. 7). A stout cardboard carton with a sling was 
supplied with the respirator to contain it  when not in U"ie. 
(iii) The Baby's Anti·Gas Helmet 
This was designed for children too small to wear the Small Child's 
respirator. It consists of a hood of impervious fabric, with a large 
window to cover the bead, shoulders and arms of the baby and is tied 
by means of a draw tape round the waist. The hood is supported by a 
light metal frame with a back which can be adjusted in length to suit all 






�bov(! the centre 
of the eyepieces 
IndlulI"C that 
the respirator Is 
" bIt tOO small. 








• Stnp of helmet 
on the point of 
the chi" 
\If '''' pumped Into the hood through .1 contamer b) meJn� of .1 
rubber bello", \\ orkcd b} the parent or pa'lOI1 III charge f the bab) . 
\1 1  the time the bello\\ :, '"  \\orkmg a conllnUQu::, flo\\ of pure alf P:hSC.., 
Into the hood ncar the lOP �lnd Qut through the h�lb) 
.
... clothc� at the 
Wai'lL rhe oUlgOlllg .\If pre\ cnts an) ga" getting Ill , 
tor delllll!J of .\flt·cial rt'spiJ a/Drs of the cirilia" trpe .H't' A PPl'm/i \ . .  B." 
• 
( i \ ) ( j, iliun OUI� RC')l'inHOr 
1 hili, b ,'milar in dc:;.ig" to the emll.11l Rc:,pJr;\lor but the f::accplccc:­
\ ,  Illade of thid. rubber moulded to til clo\cJ) to the fJce and an outlet 
,.llve i� fitted. Separate eyepieces of strong pl,tin £Ia�� are fitted into 
metal nnh. The e�epiece dl�es are removable for replacement in  the 
CVClll of d'lmagc or for ,pceial treatment ,hould the respirator become 
conl .. Ul1l1l.HCd b) a pcr:'lstcnt liquid gall. The !)Irap' or band') of the 
hcad·harness to hold the facepiccc In  place m3) 0.1\ be clastic ; i n  later 
patterns the t\\O \\ hich pass over tbe top of the head rna) be of non· 
elostic webbing. Al l  the straps are adjustable for length. (S(>£' Fig. 9.) 
'0 
Eye5 I n  the 





of the head with· 
out dinurblng
_ the fit of the 
facepiece. 
ChIn str�p 
of helmet on 
�, --the point' of 
the chin 
• 
Flap of the 
h a v e r s a c k  
open to allow 
free access of 
Fig. 1 0. 
Service Respirator being worn 
• --airtothe con· 
tainer. 
H a v e r s a c k  
_well u p  on 
the chest. 
The respirator-made in two sizes only, normal and small-i!!> 
carried in a canvas haversack wilh n webbing sling which j" worn over 
the right shoulder. 
(,') The Service RespiralOr 
In order to give adequate protection to thme in the CIvil Dcfcnc\! 
Services whose duties may compel them to do strenuous work in high 
concentration of gas for long periods, the Service Respirator is fitted 
with a larger and heavier container than those fitted to respirator!!> 
already described. It cannot therefore be directly attached to the face­
piece, but is  carried in a haversack on the chest and connected to the 
facepiece by a flexible corrugated rubber tube. Apart from the vcr) 
high degree of protection it provides, the Service RcspiralOr give::. the 
wearer the greatest possible freedom of movement and comrorl. (Set' 
Fig. 10.) 
The facepiece is of moulded rubber, sometimes covered with !!>tocki­
net. It has separate eyepieces of splinterless glass, which, in later 
patterns, are removable for decontamination purposes. A metal mount, 
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fi'l(cd In thc front of the faccpicce and known as  the valve holder,carries 
Ihe oUllel v<llve of \pcciaJ de�lgn to reduce to a mmlmum the resistance 
to breJthing out and to allow clear and Judlble speech. The head· 
harnc�\ to hold the faccpiece in  place is  similar 10 de::.ign to that of the 
CI\ IIH111 Duty Re\pirator. 
The corrugated rubber tube connecting the container to the facepiece 
is  o"cc.:urcd at one end 10 the neck of the container and at the other to the 
bottom of the valve holder. \\'hen the wearer breathes in,  air i s  drawn 
through the container, 'Where all lraces of war gas are removed. pJS"C" 
through the small metal \'alve in the neck of the container, and enters 
the fJccplccc Jt the bOll om of the \ahe holder. Here the air stream 
di"ldeo" and pa\\es through channel� formed in  the wall  of the fdcepiece 
011 clthcr .,Idc of the valve holder to an  Inlet betwccn the e}epicce ...  ThiS 
Jrrangl.'ll ent em,ure., that the cool, dry air entering the facepicce nOW\ 
acn.h' .. the ",.,Ide of the eyepiece.;; and helps to prevent dimming due to 
l·ollc,.Icn ... atioll. t\s the wearer stops breathing In.  the small metal mlet 
valvc 10 thc nc(.k of the contalller .,huts and locks a column of clean 
frc ... h ,lIf In  the connecting tube. As he breathe::. out hi ... breath pa!,sc::. 
freely through the outlet valve. 
The rc"'pir,ltor 1 \  carried In  a waterproof canva ... hJ ... cr,ac� \\ nh 
\cp<tratc compartmcnt", for facepiece, contJiner and other ..,mall 
art ide ... of equipment. The havcr ... ad. hJS ,1 canvas !!tling and a length 
01 ,dllpcord 'lltached. I l may be carried I n  the .. Slung " po,ition, i.e., 
\\lIh the ... hng over the fight shoulder and the h.lVcrsack on thc left hip. 
or III the.: ·· Alert " PO:-'ltIOIl, i.c .. \\Ith the ha\er:',lck \\cJl up on the che..,t 
and lu:ld there by mean ... of the sling and \\hipcord. 
The Service Re"'piralor was made in a variel} of ... i,C\ and fitting.,· 
I .arge, 'ormal and Small, E,tra Small and extra Largc. S[X.""'C.:iall) 
moulded f.lccpl..:ce., \\cr� de",'gned for people \\ nh abnormall) hollo\\ 
chcck ... ;lnd temple"; .lnd \\ere issued to tho ... e \\ho \\ore "'pectJc1c..,. 
27. l 1 1 E  FIn Il\G OF Rl:.SI'lR.\ TORS 
Lnle ... ., rc"'plralOf\ of the ordinary t)PC are properly fitled the) 
Cil 11 not be e"\pcued to give full protection and I11J) be unncce ... ... . tril} 
ullcomforiahle. The iaceplccc m u  .... t make unbroken g3 ... ·ught r.:ont.lct 
,Ill rOllnd the tace and the correct ... ilc mU!:ll be cho",cll for each 
IIldl\ Idual 
Re"'pir,ltors \\ hen is'iiued wil1 be filled b) )"\Cople trained to do thi ... 
nnd once thl\ ha ... been done the o\\ner mu ... 1 on no account alter the 
adlU.,tment of the hcad·h.lfIless. An) ::.uch alteration IllJ} disturb the 
ga!'t-llght I l l .  
For at/,hticmal III/ormation 011 Jilting see Appellllt\ . •  8." 
28. USING TilE RESPIRATOR 
The proper \\ 3y of putting on or taking off a resplralor or an} of the 
normal I) pc::. I\ i l ian, Civilian Out) and Service, should be IC<.lrllt b) 
the "carer and practiced until he can do it qUickl) and almo:-.t auto· 
matically w lthollt getting Ilurried. There arc certain movements to be 
done in ;1 certain :,equence as III many other operallom. for e"\ample .. 
mJklllg .. I telephone call. or starling up a ar and dri\ing I t  aW3) . 
Dct.lIkd I 1htruCtiOns are issued with the SI11311 Chlld's re ... plf3tors and 
the Helmet t} pc::.. Thc�e should be studied b) tho:-.e rcspoll)ible and the 






Once the use of gas by an enemy has been established or an official 
announcement. advising the carrying of respirators has been m�de, they should be carned everywhere and be ready to put on at any time, day 
' or night. I f  the gas alarm is  heard or gas is detected or there is any cause 
for suspicion that gas may be present, whether the alarm has been given 
or not, owners of respirators should stop breathing and not go on again 
until the respirator has been properly adjusted on the face. They should 
then blow OUI hard to expel any gas i nside the faccpicce and continue 
to breathe normally. This applies to any normal type of respirator. 
It  should also be remembered that hats, helmets or any other form of 
headdress must be taken off before the respirator can be put on. 
29. REMOVING 111E RESPIRATOR 
When respirators have been put on as protection against gas they 
must on no account be taken off until tests by specially trained personnel 
have shown that the atmosphere is  clear of gas and the ,. Gas Clear " 
signal has been sounded. The resr for gas by Ii/ring rhe side of rheface. 
piece alld sniffing, as carried out by illdil'l'duals during rhe last war I11(1Y 
be dangerous ill rhe presellce of allY of rite lieit' gases of tlte Nene group. 
30. RESPIRATOR DllILL 
The movements i nvolved in putting on and taking off the different 
types of respirators and the proper sequence i n  \\hich they must be 
performed are set out i n  the form of drills in Appcndi'( C. These drills 
should, wherever possible, be taught and demonstrated by an I nstructor 
in the first i nstance, but should be easy enough to follow without the 
help of an I nstructor i f  necessary. 
31 .  TREATMENT TO PREVENT DIMMING OF TIlE 
EYEPIECES 
When a respirator is being worn there is a tendency for the moi!:>ture 
in the wearer's breath to condense on the inside of the \\ indow or 
eyepieces and so make it  difficult to see clearly, To prevent this an Anti· 
dimming compound i s  available with full instructions for its use. 
32. TIlE CARE OF RESPIRATORS 
Respirators when issued to the General Public and to members of the 
Civil Defence Services remain the property of the Crown. People to 
whom they are issued will  be held responsible for their loss or damage 
if due to carelessness. 
A respirator can only be relied upon to give complete protection 
against war gas i f i l  fits perfectly and is kept i n  good condition. Damage 
and loss of efficiency may result from a number of avoidable causes. 
The following general instructions regarding the care of respirators 
should be studied and carried out by all to whom a respirator has been 
issued :-
-
(i) Respirators must always be put on and taken off by the 
methods described i n  Appendix C. The use of any other methods 
may result in damage leading to loss of gas-tightness. 
(ii) Avoid any action which might cause damage to the con· 
tainer, for instance, dropping the respirator on a hard surface or 
allowing it to bump against the side of a door. Denting of the 




(ill) Keep rC!tplr..ttors dry. MOisture IS liable to cau\e deteriora­
tion of all part�. Moisture entering the container makes breathing 
more dlflicuh and sets up Internal rusting "bich may lead to 
pcrforatiom and leaks. Always dry all parts of the respirator. 
mdudllig the Inside of the facepicce. after u ... c Jnd before packing 
It .1\\i.I) In It... c.urler 
(IV) When not In u ... e. keep the rc\plrator properl} folded 111 I b  
":.lfncr, \0 that I t  .... not exposed to \trong light, and place it i n  a 
":001, dr} place. Strong sunlight and heal cause cracking and 
pcri,hing of the rubber parts. 
(v) Takc the rc�piralor out of I t.,  carrier periodically to air I I  
and t o  allo\\ It  t o  r\!5Ume ItS nalUral .. hape. When a f..tccpiecc hac; 
ocen folded for a long lImc I I  is liable 10 become crca .. cd and lhl� 
Ill.l) cau .. c Ical..s. 
(\I) �c\er hang a rC!tpirator b) il!t head-harnc!t ... This CJuse, 
.. tr\:l..:hlllg ..tnd los\ of ela\licit} I n  the c\al"tic ... trap .. and in Ihe 
rubber of the faceplccc of the CiVilian Re"'piralor, 
.'3. �I'� C I \ L l'IH .C H .,1 10NS \l l n l  CEll i " '  l ' I'lC� 
I hc Iri.ln"parCIll \\ indo\\ is the mO\1 \ ulnerablc part of the Ci\lli..tn 
RC\)"llfoilor. G rc. t care II" needed to prc\'cnt foldlllg. crea ... ng, dcnung 
and scr�l lchlng of thl\ \\ Indo\\ . The re .. pirator .. hould .11\\3) s bc packed 
III I t  ... c;�lrton III such a \\ .. 1) that the Wlndo\\ lie .. nill and .. It  full length 
011 tOP of Ihe contJlIlcr. (See Fig. 5 01/ page 36). 
1 he outlet valve of the i ... illan Dut) Rc,plr .. ttor and Iho')c Cl\ lilan 
rc",pl r<l\or� '!IO fll ted is liable to be lorn I f  the rc'plr.1tor IS cJrcJcs.,l) 
h.1I1dlcu. Clre i .. neccssar�. pilrtlculMl� in tal..lng the re,pirJtor out of 
II" (itTner, 1 0  il\Old thi'i. 
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CH APTER V I  
� 1 .  PERSONAL PROTECTION-II ANTI-GAS CLOTHING 
Though properly fitting respirators will adequately prOlect the cye�, 
the covered pan of the face, the breathing passagc� and lungs from all 
fOfms of waf gases, the rest of the body is vulnerable to liquid nerve g'h 
and to either the liquid or the vapour of blister gases. 
Ordinary clothing when contaminated, \\ ill be penetrated and can 
act only as a delaying agent. Moreover, unless promptly removed, i t  
becomes a danger not only 10 the wcarer, since i t  keeps the gas i n  close 
contact with his skin, but to others with whom he may come in contact. 
Special anli-gas clothing and other protective equipment wa� 
therefore designed for men and women i n  the Civil Defence Service, 
who might have needed them in the course of their duties. 
The materials found most suitable for making these outfits are the 
oil·dressed fabric called " oilskin," and rubber. Both these arc pcne· 
trated only slowly by thc liquid gases and afford protection for periods 
\\ hich depcnd on the thickness of the materials. This duration of 
protection, is, hO\\cvcr, long enough for the spells of duty norma\l} 
required and longer, i n  fact, than they can be safely worn when perfor­
ming manual work, as, being non·porolls, they keep in the heat and 
perspiration of the body and so cause fatigue and exhaustion, particu· 
larly in hot weather. 
42. TYPES OF OUTFIT 
There are two types of oilskin clothing, the " heavy " and the " light:' 
They differ only i n  the th.ickness, weight and strength of the material 
used. 
Owing to its greater handicap the .• heavy " suit is  lIsed onJy when 
the work to be carried out involves considerable risk of damage to 
the material by learing and scratching. Rescue work is i n  this category 
and the men in this service therefore use the heavy outfit. All others 
normally have_�utfit_s_of the liJht !!Ia.!.crial. 
A suit of oilskin of either kind consists of a jacket and trousers. but 
to protect those parts of the body still uncovered, the complete anti-gas 
outfit also includes boots and gloves of rubber or oilskin, canvas over­
mittens to preserve the oilskin gloves, and an oilskin curtain to be worn 
on the helmet to protect the neck from liquid contamination (See 
Figs. I t and 1 2) .  These articles are in addition to the respirator and 
steel helmet. 
-� . - , 
There is an oilskin hood to protect those parts of the face, head and 
neck left un.:overed by the respirator. When worn in addition to the 
rest of the anti-gas outfit it imposes great strain  on the wearer and sholiid 
be restricted to occasions when work has to be carried out i n  high 
concentrations of blister gas vapour as liable to be found i n  enclosed 
places. 
The heavy outfit should be worn over special underclothing and socks 
only, but the light outfit can be worn over ordinary clothing or uniform. 
�9 
Fig. I I .  
The Heavy Anti-Gas Outfit. 
43. DRESSING 
In  order to get the maximum protection and comrort whilst at \\ork. 
the :lnti-gas outfit should be put on in a definite ra!:lhion and order, as 
rollows :-
< I )  Auend to wants or nature 
(2) Remove own clothing, underclothing and socks 






The Light Anti-Gas Outfit. 
NOTE.-Tne webbing belt Is not standard equipment but is useful i n  pre· 
venting " ba1looning " orthe coat i n  windy weather. 
(4) Put on trousers 
(5) Put on boots 
(6) Put on Jacket 
(7) Adjust respirator i n  " Alert " position 
., (� RII' Ii C)S shield iF ICquilcd "t') Put on gloves and over-mittens if worn 
q (to) PUl on helmet with anti-gas curtain attached. 








44. UNDI!E SING 
When work is over the anti-gas clothing may be contaminated and 
mUSl be carefully removed to avoid danger to the wearer, and carefully 
stored to prevent danger to olhers, till i t  is decontaminated. 
Undres�lng. therefore, mUM be a drill. At the conclusion of the 
work the parly should return (0 a leao!:>lOg Station \\ bere a suitable 
protected U ndres!:>er, if avuilable, \\ i l l  remove all outer clothing out­
of-doors in an open shed to avoid creating a vapour danger . 
Each arLicle as it is removed, is placed in  a metal bin with a lid. 
separate bins being provided for different type!:> of articles. 
With the advent of 'Jcrve gas, and the imporlance of prc\-enting 
contamination of the skin, I t  is inadvisable for an i.ndhidual (\loho 
bas been exposed to the risk of contamination) to attempt his Own 
undressing out of full protective clothing. 
Should tbere be no .• Depot Undresser ,
. 
at the Cleansing Station 
the men will undress each other. To assist tbe last man the depot 
altendant c.g. boilerman, storekeeper etc., wearing a respiralOr i n  the 
gas position, oilskin apron, rubber gloves and rubber knee boots will 
act as LJndresser. 
The Undresser wearing the eqUIpment described above can readily 
undress himself without undue risk. 
The order of undressing is as follows :­
( 1 )  Remove over-mittens. 
(2) Remove gloves. 
(3) Untie whipcord of haversack, pass the sling over the head, 
remove tbe container from the haversacbc and pass it lO 
the man being undressed to hold, 
(4) Turn the helmet curtain up over the top of the helmet. and 
remove the helmet b) lifting it up and bringing i t  forward 
and downward:, over the facepit:ce, the man being undressed 






strap and helmet. 
Remove jacket. 
Lower trousers, man sits on form. 
Partly remove each boot i n  turn. 
Remove both boots, man keeps feet otT floor. 
Remove trousers, man swings round and stands up on clean 
side. 
The man enters the Ica.l1sing Station still wearing his 
respirator where he rel11O\'es it and the remainder of his 
cloliling, He then carrie� out the proper cleansing 
procedure, dresses in clean clothing :lnd leaves by anolher 
route . 
• 
The hood i n  particular should not be worn unless essential and when 
worn should be put on a t  the last moment and removed at the first 
opportunity. 
Decisions on these points must be made by the officer-in-charge on 
the spot who should have the pocket vapour detector to help him. In 
the case of liquid, good trainjng of the individual should enable him to 






51.  COLLECTIVE PROTECTION 
Every individual can rely on his respirator for his own protection 
against war gas. and this is his primary defence, but the protection 
which is afforded against vapour, by buildings in sound condition, is of 
considerable value and against liquid and spray is complete. 
Provided the doors and windows of the buildings arc close fitting 
and arc kept shut. only a very small quantity of gas in vapour form will 
find its way in from outside. More elaborate precautions can be taken 
by sealing up the doors, windows and any other openings of a room so 
that no gas can enter. but i n  this case neither can the air in the room be 
renewed and in consequence. the heal and moisture given off by the 
occupants ;  the products breathed oul by them and the gradual using up 
of oxygen-which is  essential to l i fe-make conditions unbearable. 
Such a room can, therefore. only be used for a limited period which will 
vary according to the number of occupants. 
While a raid is in progress members of the public should seek refuge 
in a shelter or indoors. Doors and windows should be kept closed 
during the attack and ordinary ventilation systems should be shut down. 
When a gas warning is given, respiralOrs should be put on as, if  the 
building is damaged by explosion, e.g. windows broken, the respirator 
will be the only protection against gas. 
If  therefore, members of the public take shelter indoors immediately 
on a gas alert and remain there until the gas clear signal has been given, 




55. GENERAL ANTI·GAS PRECAUTIONS 
To untrained and unprotected persons, gas could probably cause more 
casualties than most other weapons because of its stealthy approach 
and more widespread effects. The .risks of injury by gas, however, are far easier for the individual to avoid than tho�e by a�y other w�apon. 
provided he makes proper use of the proteclive equipment available. 
(i) Keeping under cover 
Except when their duty demands that they should be in the
 open, 
__ .... . 1 .. .. },,,,,lti lrp..en �!!.d,,:,Y:� " ." The protection thus (ii) Precautions when 
Once it has been established that the enemy is using or proposes to 
use g15, people who must remain in the open and those \\ ho are OUI 
of doors when the " Alert " sounds must take every precaution to 
protect their eyes from drops of liquid gas from air burst bomb�. 
Steel helmets, hats or caps will give good protection to the e)es provided 
people resist the temptation to look upwards. As lillie bare skin as 
possible should be left exposed to drops of liquid gas from air burst 
or splashes from ground burst bombs. The coat collar should be 
turned up 1O protect the back of the neck and if an overcoat or raincoat 
is being carried, it should be put on with the collar turned up. Gloves 
should be worn or, if not available, the hands should be kept thrust 
into the pockets. 
Should the .. Gas Alarm ,. be heard or bombs be he�lrd bursling on 
the ground or in the air Respirators must be put on immediately. I n  
these circumstances all outer clothing which may have been splashed 
by liquid gas must be removed before entering any building and left 
hanging lip to air in a well vcmilated out-building or shed. Respirators 
must not be taken off, even i f  the .. Gas Clear " signal has been given. 
until all possibly contaminated outer clothing has been removed and 
hung up to air. The vapour from contaminated clottling may have 
serio LIS effects if inhaled. When the outer clothing and finally the 
respirators have been removed the personal prevemive cleansing 
procedure described in Chapter IX must be carried out with as lillie 
delay as possible. 
{ii) Use of tbe Respir'ator 
Oncejt has been established that a n  e�em� is using g
as, t�ere m�st 
be no hesitation on tbe part of anybody In uSing any 
protective. e�U1&; 
ment tbat has been made available. Many of the g
ases �hat mig t 
used do not advertise their presence. Nobody sh�uld
 beslta�e, lrr�ug� 
fear uf appearing ridiculous, to put on a respirator
 at t e s Ig t� 
suspicion that gas may be present, or if other peop
le are seen to 
be 
wearing theirs. Once respirators .have .bee!l 
put on they must not 
removed until the " Gas Clear " Signal IS given. 
(if) Keeping Upwind of the Source of Gas . 
As Non-persistent gases, which include the vapour g
iven off by 
persistent liquid gases, drift with the wind, everybody sho





their duties allow, try to keep upwind of any sources of gas such 35 tbe 
places ",here gas bombs ha\ic burst or areas where gas spray has fallen. 
If overtaken by gas In the street the quickest way 10 gel clear of the gas 
IS  to move at right angles to the direction of the wmd. For this reason 
it  is a good plan to note the dlrcctlon of the wind i n  the VICinity at all  
times. (See diagram on Page 1 4 )  
(v) Avoiding Contamination 
Nobody should needlessly walk to liquid gas on the ground even 
when wcarlng SUitable foo(\licar as this will tend to �pread the CQntamm· 
atlon and render elaborate decontamination of thelT foot wear necessary. 
There will, of course, be occasions "'hen walkmg through liquid 
contamination may be necessary. for c,amplc when the Leader of a 
Decontamination part) is making a thorough reconnaissance of the 
area in y. hieh a blister gas bomb has burst. Members of the Civil 
Defence Scrvice�, \I. ho,c dUlles demand that they .,hould cnler and \l.ork 
10 3n area contaminated by liqUid gao:;, and members of the General 
Public " ho rna} havt to be led through !'ueh an area, while bemg 
evacuated rrom bulldlllg, rendered temporanl) uninhabitable by ga!. 
mu.,t be careful to aVOid, as t�r alii poSSible, touch mg. hJndling or 
bru�hlng agJin�t anything \"hlch may h;}ve been spla�hed \I. IIh liquid 
and treadmg on earth or dcbri, on the ground \l. hlch may be heavily 
cont.lInin:.\lcd. Should it  be nccc.,.,ary to handle t.:onlJminated material 
e.g.,m order to reac.:h a ca�ualt), the hand., should be protected b) anti· 
g;.t\ glove�, if �nailJblc. or If RSI, by sllicarll1g elltlll hbclJII) wun alltp. 
gu GiRII�l�nl. Any \IOU( matenal " rapped round lhe hand� to prevent 
Ctll I ct be "ec h� bare skin .md the contamlnJted material "i l l  give 
I Ct.:rl"10 amoul1l of lcmporar)' proll.:etlOn 10 an emergenq. 
P,-opk \\ho h.l\c \ .. . llked through J contammated area .,hould rc;!mO\� 
. heir boot, or ,ho":5. Th\!) mu,t be left oUbide until thl.:Y have been 
proper!) dlo: ofttJmmah.d. 
Clt'lhil g \\hll.h ha!'. been L:ontamIllJh:d b� liqUid g3\ mu,( be removed 
,l. :t J't",iH \lth f" j,..: th�' (,;olltJminallOn \\ ill pcnclralc to th� 
l.. I • I d l.:U' I. Jur ,\, 111 th .. t,,;Jo,L: 01 bOOh, t.:o,lIalll ln.tlcd clothing 
'I 1 0\ 1, ti.ik\ I lIl,:dl. Jll) buildlf g. Thc outer {.:knhlllg, Jt le'bl. 
n U\I bl {.,kl!  on .tI d kit  oUhide. I t  \\111 not be safe to , ... ear again 
un l I I t  hao, been eolkckd and put through the process of decontamina­
tlon appropnate.:: to Il� degree or cont31lllllatlon. 
I t  I� Important that c,er) bod� !:Ihould know and undcrstand ",hal 
can be done In thc " J)' of rir!:lt Aid Jnd Prc\"cntl\'c Clean�lng for 
people \\ho h:} \c been affected b) gas. Chapter I X  should be studIed 
and sueh preparations. for carT) ing oul the treatments described 





59. FmST AID AND PREVENTIVE CLEANSING 
Speed of action is the key-note of First Aid in gas contamination of 
any part of the body. 
The method of First Aid employed will vary in detail according to 
the type of gas and the way in which it attacks the body but the first 
and immediate object is to prevent or lessen injury by getting rid of all 
traces of the gas as quickly and effectively as possible. 
In order to do this, clothing which has been contaminated by liquid 
or vapour must be promptly removed and affected skin rapidly cleansed. 
I t  i s  obvious that the affected individual must first be protected from 
further exposure by purting on a respirator and by removal to a place 
free from the gas. In the following paragraphs the war gases are taken 
in the order i n  which they appear in Chapter I with the appropriate 
First Aid in each case. 
-
(i) Nerve Gas 
v A P O  U R .  Put on respirator, and if possible, get out of the gas 
area and change clothing. keeping respirator on until· this is done. 
L I Q U I D .  Owing to the rapidity with which liquid erve gas is 
absorbed by the s�in .. it is essential that any visible liquid should be dabbed off with �andkerchief. rag or other swab as quickly a!) 
possible-it must not be wiped off as this may spread contamination. 
Care must be taken to dispose of whatever material is used as a swab, so 
that it  will not endanger others. The affected individual, with a respira­
tor op� must be removed to a place free from the gas and all contamina­
ted clothing immediately taken off and contaminated skin areas 
scrubbed thoroughly with soap and water. If any injury has occurred 
i n  the contaminated area of the body leaving the skin broken, the wound 
must be scrubbed with soap and water before any other contaminated 
part i s  treated. 
Onset of Symptoms 
Immediately the initial symptoms of dimness of vision, running of the 
nose, and tightness of the chest appear, the case mu"! be treated as 
seriously ill and kept lying down because it  is impossible at this stage 
to say whether or not the more dangerous symptoms of twitching and 
convulsions will eventually appear. Early medical supervision is 
essential. 
Contaminated Food 
In the event of contaminated food being swallowed, vomiting should 
be produced at the earliest possible moment either by tickling the 
throat or giving a large quantity of salt and water to drink. 
(ii) Blister Gas 
v A P O  U R .  Put on respirator and i!ct out of gas atmosphere. As 
soon as possible contaminated c1Qthing should be removed and at least 
the skin which has been exposed, and if practicable the whole body, 




L I Q U I D .  
Eyes. If liquid gas has entered the eyes they must be washed out a t  
once with plenty of water (or salt and water i f  available). A good 
stream of water from a water bottle or other vessel should be directed 
for at least one mlOute into each eye. Should only one eye be affccted, 
care mu�t be taken not to contaminate the sound eye when washing 
Ollt lhc iniured one. 
Skin. Vi�iblc liquid mu�t be Immediately removed from the skin in the �al11e way as 1 0  \lene Ga� conti.llninatlon, follo\\ed by the applica. lion of bleach cream \l.ell  rubbed IOto the contaminated area V.ilh the 'IOger\. Bleach cream mU\l be wa\hed off \I. ith water after two minutes I f  bleach cream 1\ not a\allable. the aH'ectcd pan should be thoroughl}
' 
\\,lshed \\ Ith soap and "'ater or an alkaline �oIUlion. such as \\ashing soda. On !y If  It l� known \\Ithout doubt that the liquid is Bli!'lter Ga� should JIHI·gil� OlOtment be used. 
lilt,; .,/lv ..... 0,;"" ... , . . ... " •• _ ••• _ _  ._ 
Anti·gas OIlHment or bleach cream should not be applied to the skin 
\\ hen reddening ha) developed. Blisters should not be opened. 
(iii) Choking Cas 
People who have breathed i n  Choking Gas may sometimes be able 
to carry on their work with only mild discomfort or slight cough and 
tightness of the chest, and yet after an hour or more may suddenly get 
worse and collapse with severe lung s}mptoms. An}one who shows 
signs of having breathed i n  hoking Gas, or \\ho is suspected of having 
done so, should therefore be removed as soon as possible to a place free 
from the gas. He should be made to lie flat on the back and be kept 
warm until seen by a doctor. Early medical trealment may save his 
life. ontaminated clothing must be removed. Artificial respiration 
m ust not be attempted. 
(iv) Tenr Cas 
T n  the majority of cases the symptoms will rapidly subside when the 
respimtor has been adjuMed. I f  they per:,bt the individual affected 
should be moved to a place free from gal) and the eyes bathed with warm 
water or salt solution (one teaspoonful to a pint of warm water). 
I f  actual liquid enters the eyes they should be treated on the lines laid 
down for Blister Gas. 
If the skin is irritated i t  should be washed with soapy water. 
Liquid contaminated clothing will have to be removed. 
(v) Nose Cas 
No special first aid treatment is necessary as a rule. Symptoms will 
usually subside fairly soon if  the respirator is put on promptly. 
Sometimes the symptoms may be delayed and may not be felt  until  
a few minutes after the respirator has been put on. Any tendency to 
remove the respirator in such a case must be checked while i n  the 
presence of the gas. 
An exceptionally severe case may need removal to fresh air where 
treatment in the form of a gargle and waShing out the nose may be 
• 
given . 
• Anll-gas oi"'m�nt contains .3 substance: which countemcts the poison. Bleach 
cream is B mixlUre of Iroplcal bleaching powder and water. It is made by adding the 
bleach to Ihe walcr in small qutlmitlcs while stirring until the ml.'(ture has the 
coosistency of thick cream. 
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CHAPTER X 
63. PRINCIPLES OF DECO TAMINATION 
If bombs filled with persistent liquid gases are dropped there will 
be an appreciable amount of liquid on the ground in and around the 
craters and everything within a limited area will be splashed with 
liquid, the amount depending on the distance from the crater. Each 
bomb will produce an area of " contamination " varying in extent with 
the size of the bomb. 
This contamination will be dangerous in two ways-from the liquid 
and the vapour. 
The liquid may be picked up on shoes or boots ; smeared on to 
clothing by brushing against contaminated objects ; or may get on to 
the hands by handling anything on which there is liquid gas. As the 
liquid gases at: tbe Nerve and Blister groups have great powers of pene· 
tration, ca�ualties are likely to occur from any of the above causes. 
The danger does not arise from the liquid only. The vapour which 
comes off the liquid is also damaging to unprotected people who remain 
exposed to it. This vapour danger will remain all the time tbere is free 
liquid on the ground, on waUs of buildings and other objects. In the 
case of contamination inside buildings, it may still persist from liquid 
which has soaked in, even after the free liquid has dried up on the 
surface. 
The continued presence of contaminated areas in a town or city 
cannot be allowed and urgent action is required to deal with tbe two­
fold danger-in other words, they must be .. decontaminated." An 
area or an object of any sort is said to be decontaminated when it has 
been rendered safe for all normal uses, but this docs not necessarily 
mean that all traces of gas have been destroyed or removed. An open 
area in a town or city, for instance, would be considered to be decon­
taminated when the streets are safe for wheeled or pedestrian traffic ; 
when there is no danger from brushing against or handling anything in  
it and when there is no appreciable danger from vapour. There may 
still be a certain amount of liquid which has soaked into road surfaces, 
pavements, walls of buildings and other objccts, but it will not be 
picked up on boots, clothing or hands and any vapour from it will be 
coming off so slowly and be so rapidly dispersed that it will not consti­
tute a danger. 
Decontamination work will be carried out by specially trained 
parties, but some knowledge of the principles of decontamination 
should be useful to everybody. 
64. DECONTAMINATION METI10DS 
Contamination may be REMOVED, DESTROYED, SEALED, or 
it may be left to the action of the weather in certain cases. 
(i) Removal 
Free liquid on the ground or other surfaces can be removed by 
washing it away with water rrom a hose. This merely moves the con­
tamination from one place to another but this mcthod should only be 
adopted in cases where it can do no harm especially bearing in mind its 
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final destination. The removal by bosing should be assisted by scrubbing. 
The method is laborious and, moreover. will only deal with liquid on 
the surface. Unless it is undertaken within a very short lime of the 
cOlllaminalion occurnng, some further treatment of the liquid wh.ich 
has soaked in will be needed. 
Free liquid can also be removed by mopping it up. Rags or cotLon 
waste may be w"ed for this purpose, but it must be remembered that 
they will become contaminated and must be safely disposed of after use. 
Moistening the rags or cotton W'3StC with a suitable solvent of the gas 
will render this method more effective. I n  the case of contammation on 
hard and Impervious surfaces such 3:, glass or clean metal, careful and 
thorough mopping up by .. the solvent " method may be all the de­
contamination necessary. 
Free liquid on a nat horilontal surface can be mopped up by 
sprinkling dry earth. s<lnd, sawdust. ashes or other similar materials 
over It and allowmg lime for thl! hquid to be soaked up. The mopping 
material i� then �ho\'el1cd up and. being contaminated, must be buned 
or otherwise di�poscd or safely. This method, although seldom suffi­
cient by itself, j" often a useful prelimlnar) to further treatment. 
(ii) Ocslruclion 
Liquid contamination can be dest royed by applying a chemical 
which will react with !l and change it  into a h<trmlcb substance. In tbe 
case of bli.,ter &.l ... CS the most userul chemical for this purpose h. chloride 
of lime. commonly kno" n as bleach . .  The bleach may be applied dry 
in the form of powder in which case it will react violently and the 
mixture may bur')! into ( hOles. The decontamination " ill  be rapid and 
effective. Where a I1rc is undeSIrable the bleach mJY be mi.\ed with sand 
or earth or made into a cream or paste with waler. 
Dry bleach is ineffective with Nerve gases and a bkach cream or 
other alkaline solution should be used. 
Liquid Blister and Nerve gases \� bich have soaked into clothing and 
other similar materials can be destroyed by boiling the contammated 
anicles if they \\ ill stano it. Certain precautions 1llU�1 be taken b) the 
specially trained p\,loplc, who will undeTlake this "ark. to safeguard 
themselves and to <l\oid damaging the fabric�. This decontamination 
process ::;hould not therefore be anempted at homc. 
(iii) Sealing 
Contamination can be conred lip so that no one can come into 
contact WIth it Jnd no \apour can c::;capc from I t .  On a horizontal 
surface an even seal of three inches of earth, sand or ashes, must be 
spread over the " hole contaminated area. This is a laborious method 
and will only be cnectivc ... 0 long as the seal remains undisturbed. 
Painting the mister gas contamination on a vertical surface with bleach 
crcam will not only destroy any frec liqUId but also seal that which has 
soaked in. 
(iv) '''ca1hering 
I n  certain circum�tanccs i t  ma) be pos:,;ible to  leave decontaminating 
actIon to the sun, wind and mill, but the affected area must be roped 
ofT to prevent access to It, ulltil tbere is no further danger from contact 
with the liquid and in:;uflicient vapour IS coming ofT to constitute a 
danger. ThiS method 1113) take a considerable tllnc. Weathering is 
also adopted for dealing with ciotrung whicb is contaminated with 





69. OTIlER DANGEROUS GASES 
A list and description of tbe gases most likely to be used as offensive 
agents in war have been given in Chapter l .  
There arc, however. a number of other dangerous gases which might 
be encountered i n  war or peace, either deliberately used by an enemy 
or occurring accidentally. Some knowledge of these is highly desirable 
and the more important are considered here. 
(i) Prussic Acid 
This is a colourless, very volatile, liquid with a smell of bitter almonds. 
When inhaled in high concentrations the vapour can cause rapid 
death by paraly.;; ing the respiratory centre in the brain and thereby 
stopping breathing. 
Luckily, however, the vapour is somc\\ hat lighter than air and is 
rapidly diluted in the open to harmless strength. Prussic acid can also 
be absorbed through the skin, but the danger is slight unless the 
contamination is heavy or evaporation i� rctarded by a covering of 
clothing. 
Shells fillcd with prussic acid. used in the open field in the 1 9 1 4- 1 9 1 8  
war, proved uscJe�s, but in enclosed spaces, such as tanks, an effective 
and deadly concentration might be rapidly built up. The Japanese had 
a prussic-acid bomb designed for this purpose. 
The respirator gil'es protection agaillH concentrations likely to occur 
;n the open. 
Treatment must be immediate and consbts of rapid removal of the 
victim to fresh air and artificial respiration. Free liquid must be 
removed at once from the �kin. and clothing which has been contami­
nated should be taken off and hung in the open air until it no longer 
smells of gas. 
(ii) Arscniurclted Hydrogen (Arsine) 
This is a colQurless, inflammable, gas. I n  high concentration it smells 
like acetylene but in lower concentrations has no appreciable smell. It 
does not cause any irritation of eyes, breathing passages, lungs or skin. 
so for the detection of its presence, white lest papers which turn ) ell ow 
are used. 
It is produced when dilute acids act on compounds of arsenic with 
metals, or in certain cases the reaction may be producl.d by waler 
alone. 
It  might possibly be used as a non-persistent ga� in bombs, or as the 
heavy dark grey powder of calcium arsenide which would give off the 
gas over long periods on contact with moisture in the air or on the 
ground. 
When breathed it attacks and destroys the red blood cells and also 
damages the liver and kidneys from its arsenic content. The symptoms 
vary from headache discomfort and breathlessness, in mild cases, to 
weakness, giddiness
' 
and collapse in severe cases. Jaundice may 
develop later. I n  bjgh concentrations it can cause death. 
The respirator gives protection. 
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Severe symptoms are usually delayed in their appearance and first 
aid should con,i,t of re.,t, warmth and non·alcoholic drinks. Early 
medical attention I., necc!).,ary. 
(iii) arbon \lonoxidc 
Thi.., gas is formed \\ hene\'cr Jny matcrial contaming carbon burns 
with an msufficient supply of air ::wd so is found frequently In everyday 
life as well as wartime. I t  i, therefore ,"cry Important to under�tand Its 
dangers. 
It  is a colour1c)�. odourlc,s, non·irriti.lnt ga., and so cannot be 
recognlled by the ..,en�e!). 
I l  is Inflammable and burflli \\-Ith a blue flame so often seen flickering 
O\ier a smouldeflng fire. I n  the open it IS not dangerous as It is rapidly 
diluted by mixing with the air but if It  is produced Ill, or obtains entry 
into, enclosed places, It 1\  a great and very imidious danger as it  may 
not be rccognilcd III lime to retreat to safety. 
In peacetime, It i.!. mo.,t commonly found JO dangerous amounts in 
coal gas, III the e",haust from internal combu..,tion engines, In the after 
damp of cOlliery explo..,ions, and in coke 'toves and smouldering fire , 
big or small. 
I n  wartime, not only .He the peace time haz.Hd., I ncreased by fractured 
gas mainS, large fires, etc., but there i, the added risk from the consider· 
able amount of carbon monoxide which i, contained 1 0  the gase 
formed \\hen any kmd of H.E. explodes and \ .. hlch may enter cnclosed 
spaces being used ;1S .,hcller') or li\illlg rooms, froOl underground, or 
under-water burMs, or from an c\plm, ion \\ Ithin a build1l1g or ship. 
I n  the greal fire at H.l11lburg 111 July 194�, many thousands of people 
sheltering in ccllar:, wcrc killed b) c.}rbon mono\ide. 
Carbon 1ll0no\ldc producc� Its pOI')onous elTecl, \\ hen breathed, by 
combining with the rcd colouTing matter of the blood and lessening 
the amount of oxygen It can carry around the body. One of the first 
indications of thc presence of the g'l' may be lOllS or po\\cr of the limbs 
preventlllg retrcat to .,afcty. I.Her unconscioullne!)\ Ola) follo\\ and 
perhaps death. 
The viCtim should be promptly removed to rresh air, kept warm and 
at rest. Oxygen should be given if '.l\allable and, If breathlllg threatens 
to fall, artificial re�piration cmplo)cd. 
The ordlllary \\i.lr &.1., respirator afford., '\10 PROTECTIO against 
carbon monoxide. Whcn worklllg III 3n enclo\cd "PilCC where this gas IS 
present, a self-cont3l1led breathing apparatm. or one \\ hich draws fresh 
air from the open by mcan� of a lube !)hould be used. 
70. GA ES ENCOUl\'TERED IN FIRE·JoJGHTING 
Fire·fighters, particularl) III enclo,ed space.." are hable to rillks from 
the fOTlnallon of dangerou� &.1:,c'), J.� \\cll JS rrom deliciency of o'Xygen. 
Carbon dioxide and carbon l11ono\ide \\ 1 1 1  ah\JY� be prcsent in 
greater or lesser :\l11oun1\, depcndlllg on the rate of combustion, whale 
other harmful &.1)C". ma} be given oil' b) the burning materials. 
I t  must also be remembered that certain chemicJ'" contJincd in fire 
extinguIshers, such .. 1'1 carbon t(:lTl1chloTldc and Illeth) l·broOllde, may 
themselves be d.lllgerou, \\ hen u\ed 111 qu,lIltJI) 10 confined spaces. 
The ordll1ar) "ar ga, rC,plri.HOr \\ ill AOT )IOP all thelloc gases, 
neuher can Il prov1(.1e o\}gen \\hen lIus is lacking. 
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TYPE GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
�ERVE GASES Persistent or Semi-Persistent 
NUKrNLr NOli-rei SISiClii. 
GASES \ iSlble vapour. May be seen 
PHOSGENE as a white cloud ncar point 
of burs!. Corrodes metals. 
Smells of musty h.IY or de-
caying \cget;ltion. 
TEAR GASES Very Persistent brown liquid. 
B.B.C. G ivcs off iO\ isiblc vapour 
with faint smell. 
NOSE GASES I Solid colourless 0' bright D.A.. yellow compounds of arsenic. 
O.M. When heated gives off\-olumcs 
D.C. of minute particles generally 
invisible e1<Cepl near source. 
Non-PerSistent. No smell. 
o· � r;. " .. -. � -
00 0. 0. ;:: P o. g-<: - j -'C _ 0  � '< n � o  � � 
C H A R T  O F  G A S E S  
EFFECTS 
(i) VAPOUR (or fine spray) . '  g- t1t eY cs. ---null Iwt:nesr."-c."lTflg 
damage dc\clops latcr-oftcn after a lapse of some hours. 
Immediate Slinging of C}CS and profuse w3tering. Spasm of 
the lids. Liquid In the eyes can cause severe damage. 
Slight delay in eOects but Within .s minutes. sneezing. burning 
sensation i n  nose. mouth, throat and chest. later perhaps 
vomiting In severe cases. 
� 
, 
A P P E N D I X " A "  
FIRST AID 
V,\I'OUR 
e.-cJh 1J"cd! "'1'�nfll:1 wa ffflf1't� 
When Rc�plralor is put on or 
casualty rcmo\cd to fresh ;ur 
recovery IS usually rapid 
without Irc�\trnCill. Liquid 
conl,llllln,llcd clolhUlg should 
be remo\·cd. If liquid gels In 
C}C II must be washed out with 
water at oncc. 
Rcmo\-e from gas atmosphere. 
EffIXts may increasc for the 
first few minutes In fresh .ur. 
or ..... hen Respirator i s  put on 
but WII! get less as the small 
amount of gas breathed before 
detection works Itself off. 
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OI.NI:.II. ... L I)!;SCR11'TION 
"",,,"0'" 0< Scmi·_.tenl 
roIoo' .... hquMl 
G""" 0/1" ,"" .. bI< '''pour. 
"0 aPl"f"''''1>Ic _1. l.Iqu>d 
.. "",1\ abo<Jrbc.l by eyes. 
""""Dd. and >lon .Dd �iIy 
reno, ..... dOl""', 
'ory �, he;o,.,. oily "quod. d.J.,� _ ... to w ... (,.:.our Gh .. otr 1tJ .. .,bI< 
,."""r. Smdl. I"e ..... oc. 
""_ .. �,,"o.-m.,..,rd. 
�II ""'1 be r."" . li�c 
>O¥ oil. "",dlly «>o.k. " " 0  
d, .. h"" and ""'" "' ..... 
"",1<,,,,1 •. 
It fn,,,, .. bot'''''' ,,�., •• 
"'-, . ......... " Aimc>u .n- I "" ....  "pour 'I>y bo _" • , a .. "' .. <1<>04 ...,., \"OInt � bu,,, CorrOOeo ....... . 
_II. of """'1 Iooy Of <Ie­
uJ'U'.�,_. 
hI)' �, bn;Jo,'B """01. 
(,,_ 0« "" ... bIo ,_ 
....,h r.>IM until. 
501001 _.Ias or bl1Ih' 
�I"'" rom""""", of 01'><:"", 
'oI<fIm .... 1Cd .,ve. oIfvo!u ...... 
of m'"ute poftocleo ..,...,.,111 
in .... bk ","pI no.:" .""Hn. 
1"",,·1'<'''''''01 No smell. 
(. 
C t-t A R T  0 1- G A S E S  
EFFECfli 
(i) V�-'. (or liM OIK'lY) 
(oj Sm:III -. Q ... in �30 minu ... ton''''''' ''' of ""pill 
.... '1>01" ....... 01 • ....., and "",off"""" ... power. run ...... 
of .....  '-<b<h<. licl>tncU of .-. 
lbo) .... ..... <k>ooo <3 .... . 5 ,",,""_1m.. the ... .....  �fII/IIOIN a. 
aMe 11\11 followod by 1Wl""'", of ..... 1M. con",*,- and 
<Ioa,� Thcte .... J be • <Ie�y bc1......., ,he ....... of lhe 
.,uwl .,....._ (2) and IlIoe ""Ich.",. con",_ and 
,,",' 
lu) llQl;.1> 
In�. "" ,nd •• nJ in <onix1. ""II .�.n prO<!,""" .he "'''''' 
'j·n",,,,,,,, ., in (0) and Ib) abm'<. 
h) v ......... 
1.)'<'"_ ......  ,"'" _ -u.n. .-ithin 204 ",""n. 
$lllO redneH. 1m ... ,.,.,. 1IIImn. an .. 12 """n or k>na« 
I�� PI'" opec .. lly .Ir<c,ood. 
& .... r •• '" ___ • Jo.. of """". br.u&y «lU,". 
,u) LlOO'n 
I.,�, "" im""""i.1� ""in: "" .. '" 'nH.mm>llon in I 1 II". 
Sll_ ...... _. In l "n. I>h" •• '2-2� h ...  
(0) Vuo,,", 
I�,.and ... = ''''';'''''' 10 ,..".. and <)d, n. ........ 
to <)d and lunp. K� of ...  and I>""enn, (I.est 
'II1n by m ...... '" .apou •. ) 
lu) llOlJlD 
1.'�J ;rnrno<l ... '� f",n and "",sm. Gr.", df"" , 
.�I.I ... "m.l.., '0 .fIoc .. of·· M,,",,'" .. "", 1>\", ... dovel!>" 
n" " "p.�ly. 
(. ......... �.I _rod ..........  "' ''� !"au> on ._. I..u<,. """"''' do,.� I.'cr-oflcn .nc • •  1.1"" of """'" 1Ioun • 
ImmaI .... ...... _ of 0)'" and ",of<lll< .... ....... . $po"" of 
,I., W.. I . ... ..... 1ft ,I., � an co .... .... ...., do ...... . 
51'11>' <lei.oy In <lfa" t4.1. ,,' IIh, ft S I1WIU\cl. ...... ,"',. bum",. 
....,"',"'" In .....  mou.h. ,h""" ."" cheol. 10,., ""haps 
.ornll,,' . .. ....... .:aleS. 
APPENDIX "A" 
FIRST ... 10 
, . -
Put on Req>irator. 11._ 
(torn G... Take o/f ""Ie\' 
<:1olIu..... Comipktc _ •• 
_a.�t)........,.... ppcar . 
Tum """ 10_. 
,-
V ... bIe bquoJ ....... be iInmc.­
d .. ldy da_� ",ped_ 
oft".he "',n _II "o."",b of....,. 
.... ren.1 handy. f...,.,..., any 
� ....... lint. 1l"ICft 
""" '. dOl" .... and "' .... b ,be ,�in ."''' ""'P ond ...  'cr. 
..... ... . lIn' ,.,1" woundo 
(,,,,. If any .ymPlOOl. appc.ar 
,�.n.rcr '0 mah .. " ,uper' 
"""" Imn>al .. "ly. 
In ,he .,,,n' of <On,.",ina'ood 
food be.n, ..... !Iowod. 
'·001."", ........ Id be prod"'-"'<l ., ,he .. " .... _"bk mo-
rnen' .. ,her by ''''�I",. ,he 
'h,..",' 0< C"..... • 1.0_ l .... n"'y of .. 1t ond """ 10 
_ .. 
v .. """' " 
'"'" on R"""r."",. II....,." 
r ....... G ... a.....,. do''''''' 
and w: .. 11 body all on ... 
lo:}l.l" 
(.) Io)'<'"J---waoh "'" ., """" 
... 1111 '*"'r of .... , •• 0< .. I, 
001",,,,,, ,f .vailable. 
(II) SAl�_d.b olf .nr ,·Ioibk 
1",,,><1 on >I..n ,,'i.h a .lf)' "'� 
.nd ...  ," �n .. ,.. rub .n an". 
,",' OIntm<n' or apply hl<.><h 
<fum and waoh oft" ,.,,11 
... .... . f, •• 'wo m"''''.... Ir 
.n' .....  OIn,,,,,,,,, 0< bIe.o<:h 
cram .'" no! _nibble ....... 
"'" alf",tcd .. "II ""'P and 
-�. 
(w.) (1oI.v�---1'tft"IO"I . ..... ..... 
lUted clollLuo&- apply """ • 
........ 0< pa<tI: 10 _1Od >I..n 
'" .... <h ,,,th .... p an<! .. ... 
AI roo M ....... rd Ca' 
Wh<" II...,. .. "" II PU' on a.­
u .... I', ......... '<'.1 to r...." a ... 
,..,.,.,"ft)' .. ......,Iy rapd 
.. . -, ,,,,.......... '-"IyoJ 
COIIC.Ururuted cloo""'. iMuld 
be ......... '<'.1. Ir 1"1"'" ... . n 
0)< •• _ be "a<hcd "'" ."h 
.. �", a. on« r K ........ "rrom .. ,.'�. 
1.1f«" ""'r ""'''''" .. r..,.. ,lie 
r. .... r .... · m.nu,,,, .n frnh • ..-. 0< .. ben Kc<p.r:o,or n PU' "" 
"", .. ,.11 ,.., 1«1 •• ,lie onull 
¥moun' of p. ""',hed bef.,.., 



















































APPE D1X B 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT RE PIRATORS 
1. Modifications of the Ch'ilian Respirator and Special Civilian Types 
For people who found even the slight effort of expelling the air past 
the checks too great a strain, a Civilian Respirator was designed in 
which an outlet valve is mounted on the faccpiece between the window 
and the container. This respirator was issued on production of a 
medical certificate approved by the local Medical Officer of Heahh (0 
people who, through age, weak heart, asthma, bay [ever, etc., had 
difficulty in breathing. 
For people with ver) thin faces. pronounced hollows in the cheeks or 
temples and deep scars on their faces, on \\ hom it is difficult to ensure 
a gas-light fit, the faccpiece can be tIlled with pads of sponge rubber to 
fiji up the hollows. These pads may only be fitted by an Instructor or 
\Varden who has been �pecially trained and then only while the respira­
tor is on the individual. 
2. The Helme. Respirator 
This has been designed for people who experience great difficulty in 
breathing (e.g. sufferer.., from acute a�thma) and for people who breathe 
through a lUbe in the throat. I t  b abo suitable for people who, as a 
result of injury or a !:ourgical oper<-Ition to the face or head, cannot be 
fitted with a normal type of rC!)pir3LOr. 
It consists of a loo�ely fitted hood of rubberised f:tbric with a flap 
at the back and front. The hood re�ts on the shoulders and the flaps 
are tied down by a cord which pas�e� under the armpits. Two separate 
eyepieces are fitled. (See Fig. 13 .)  Air is :-.upplied to the inside of 
the hood in the same \\ay as in the Baby's Anti-Gas Helmet, the 
bellows being worked by the wearcr, Previollsly it was only issucd on 
production of a medical certificate as in the case of the Civilian 
Respirator with outlet valve. 
3. The Hospital Respirator 
This has been designed for bedridden patients whose condition 
makes the wearing of an ordinary respirator impossible. I t  is similar 
in principle to the Helmet Respirator but has a large windO\Y' in place 
of the eyepiece so that the patient can be easily observed. It  can only 
be worn by patients lying down or silting up so that the skirt and flaps 
of the hood can be tucked under the bedclothes or other covering. 
These respirators were supplied only to hospitals. 
4. Vigorous Work in the Civilian Respirator 
The Civilian Respirator is not designed for people who will normally 
have to undertake vigorous work while wearing it but there may be 
occasions when this is necessary in an emergency and it may be found 
that there is a tendency for the facepiece to slip forward off the chin. 
This tendency can be overcome by fitting a tape to support the weight 
of the container, A piece of wide tape, four feet long, should be passed 
once round the cOlllainer immediately above the rubber band and 
knotted on the opposite side of the container to the eyepiece, leaving 
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Fig. 13.  
Helmet Respirator being worn, showing wearer operating 
the bellows. 
the end:, of equal lcnglh. When the rC.,plrJIOr ha ... been put on In the 
usual \\3) the end ... of the tape arc pa ...... ed round to the back of the neck 
and lied In �\ 00\'. The tJpe .. hould be dra\\ n Ju.,t ugbt enough to 
prc\cnt In) fOr\\Jrd mo\cmcnl of the container. but not tight enough 
10 cause any dl:,placcmclll of the r,ICCplI::CC. If. a ... i .. \OmetllllcS the case, 
tbere IS .1ho J tendency for the heau-h.lme ... , to ,lip upwards at the back 
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Fig. 14. 
Civilian Respirator being worn. showing arrangement or tape 
to support weight of container and prevent the faceplece from 
slipping forward. 
of the head, trus can be overcome by attaching :l loop of tape (0 the 
bottom slot in the T-huckle and pa�:,ing the s.teadying tape of the 
container through the loop before lying it .  (SI!t> Fig. 14.) 
When the respirator is not in U!!C the end� of the tape :,hould be 
wound round the container and secured !lO that they will not become 




S. Tbe Respirator Telephone 
The speech of anyone weanng a Civilian Duty Respirator is muffled 
and indistinct and i� particularly dlfhcull lO understand over a telephone. 
For telephone operator!) \I,<ho must remain at their posts In rooms which 
cannOl be made gas-proof a Rc ... pirator Telephone was designed. This 
is an ordinary Civilian Duty Rc ... piralOr with a microphone allachmenl 
fitted into the protuberance moulded on the left cheek of the face­
piece. The microphone i ... plugged mto the �\\ Itch board and headphones 
arc worn wuh the respirator. 
6. The Fill ing of ncspiralors 
The 31m In  flLLmg re"'plralors i ... to provide each person with the siz.e 
of respirator \\hich. , ... hile making a gas-light fit on his face, will be 
as comfonable and 3') lillie handicap a� po\sible. The key to a gas­
tight fit is the chin \I"hich mUM fit properly into the faccpiece. The 
correct size is that \\ hu.:h gives the wearer the best possible field of 
vision through the eyepieccs or window \\ hen the facepiece has been 
pulled up on the facc until it fit ... snugly under the chin. In a correctly 
filted re)pir'.i lor the \\e�lrcrs eyc!oi should be seen approximately at the 
centre of {he eyepiece� or window whcn looked at from the same level. 
The straps or bands of the head-harness 111 the Civilian Duty and Service 
Respirators are adju ... t<lble. The top two straps !oihould be puJled up 
until the facepiece fits snugly under the chin and the others should be 
tightened jus-t enough to hold thc f<lcepiece firmly on the face when the 
wearer moves hiS head about. I f  they are pulled too t ight they may 
prevent the rubber of the facepicce Irom settling into hollows and thus 
introduce leaks , they will certainly caus-c unnecessary discomfort. 
7. The l.oC of Spectacle,> "ito 'Rcspirators 
The ad\cnt of Nerve Gas Jnd ItS rapid and dangerous effecls. 
neCC\S-llales i.l very high standard of filling of respirator face-pieces, and 
the \\CilTing of spectaclc"! (c\en If filled \\ith the offiCial design of 
frames u-,ed during the \\Jf) Introduces an unacceptable TlS� of leakage. 
SpecUlcie", mu\t N O '! .  therefore. be worn with the CI\ i1ian Respirator, 
Civil t.lll Duty or the Service Respirator. 
Wearers of Ci\ dian Respirators \\ ho would be quite helpless without 
thcir spectacles can obtalll �Un;Cielll aid for 1ll0\,111g about in safety by 
wearing their spectacles OUTSIDE the facepiccc. A piece of slring or 
clastic should be fastened to the �idc members of the spectacles and 
passed over the back of the head to bold the spectacles in place. 
8. Test for Cus-tightness and Test of Vahcs 
When respirators arc fir�t i�!:Iued and fitted they will be tested for 
gaS-lightness and ir pO:o:.siblc their fit will be confirmed in a gas chamber 
or gas van. The cflcctl\cness of the respirator depends on its gas­
tightness and Ihe proper working of the valves. The valves should, 
thererore, be te�ted every t l llle the respirator is put on and the test of 
the valves wilJ also show if the respirator is gas-tight. The wearer of 
the respirator is the onl) perSOIl who can tell \\ilh any certainty whether 
the valves are working correctly or not. 
9. To test the Oullel Vahe 
I n  wear this valve should be shut except \\hile breathing out, when 
i t  should open to allow the breath to escape freely. To test this, put 
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on the re�plrator and I t  \\ iii be obviou!> at once If the outlet \alve is not 
opening properl} because resistance to breathing out w ill be experienced 
and the breath will e�cape pa,l the cheeh. Should It be found that the 
outlet \ alve i'\ not opening properly hold the f"lcepiccc firml} against 
the face with the pJlms of the hand� and blo\\ out hard. Thi� \\ III often 
remedy thb defect. 
I t  i� \ itally Important that the outlet \ahe ... hould be tlghtl) �hut \\heD. 
the \\e'lrer i" breatrung in.  I n  ordcr to make cert:1I1l of thi., and i nCl· 
dcnl<1lJy to te"t for gas·tightnc�s generally, .. top the normal pa" ... age of 
air into the fuccpiccc and attempt to breathe In. 1)0 thi!. b} nipping 
the connecting tube of the Service Respirator or. by holding a piece of 
smooth cardboard, or the palm of the hand if it i., large enough, firmly 
agalmt the outer end of the container of the Ci\ dian Duty and Civilian 
Rc�pirator�. With the normal entr} of air "topped it \\ III be ob\ iOll!. to 
thc \\CiUer d' any air COIllCS into the facepiece either through Ihe outlet 
\ahc or through any leat.. past the edge;:, of the 1�lcepiece. Should 
the outlet v(llve be found to be leaking It may bc due to a !lomall piece 
of grit or dirt on the :-.cating of the vahe and thi:. may often be relllmcd 
by blo\\ 1I1g out hard with the facepiece held lirmly on to the face. 
Should It  be found that air comc;:, in through a k.tk at thc edge of the 
faccpicce make I.:crtJin that it i ... on .;,traight and Ir} again. If the leak 
i� ... 1 1 1 1  noticcablc the head-harnc:)!lo need ... adjmling. <lnd thl" "hould be 
done by .1 ,p�ci .. "ly trained per-ion, 
10. I 0 Ic�1 the Inlct Vahc 
Thi" \ahe ... hould open when the "earer breathe ... III and r..:m.1 I1l ... hut 
at all other timc ... to pre\ent moi!lot u'ied air gOlllg bad. 1Il10 the 
container. To tc�t thiS put the re ... pirator on and it \\ ill be ob\ iou� at 
once iflhc inlet \.ll\e i�  not opening becau')c the \\C.lrcr \\ ill be unable to 
draw an} a i r  through it .  To find out i f  it  .... clo ... ing proper!} ... lOp up 
the normal C\1l of air from the facepicce and bre.tthc nut gentl). Do till', 
by holding the ... ide"i of the Ci\"ll ian facepiecc on the f"ICC \\ nh the palm� 
of t he hand.., ; by nipping t he outlet \ alve of the Civilian Duty Re ... plr,llor; 
or by holding a pad firmly over the outside of the \" h e  holder in  the 
Service faccpiece. If air is  e:,capmg when the \\carer hreathe ... out 
gently and i ... 1I0t felt pas..,ing the cheek-. it c�l.I1 only be t: ... capll1g through 
a faulty inlet \ahe or a leak 111 the conncctll1g tube of the Seniec Res· 
pimtor. I n  thc Civilian rl.l1d Ci\ lIian Out)' Rc ... pirator� taking the rubber 
inlet \ahe diSC on- 1\5 pin and turning It  over hcforc replaclllg It nM} 
sometimc� rcmedy the defect. :"Jothing can be done abollt a faulty 
inlet valve in a Serlo icc Re�pirator and the re"'piralOr "hould he rcpl::lced 
al the fir!lol cOl1\enient opportunit�. 
A leaky outlet \ alve is dangerous Ifl a gas ..In'ectcd .. ltmo ... pherc and 
the wearer .,hould mo\e out of the ga� at oncc. A le;.tt..� inlet v ... hc. 
on the other hand, IS not dangerous becausc all ihe air  being breathed 
is stil l  purified in  pas�ing through the container. I t  \\ill, hO\\cver. 
cause discomfort and exces.,ive fogging of the e}cpiccc ... if  thc re ... pirator 
is worn for a long period. 
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APPEN DIX C 
RESPIRATOR DRILLS 
1 .  Ci\ ilian ReSllirator 
I mmediate!) the presence of gas is noticed or SUbpcctcd, or the Ga!l 
Alarm (RatlJc) is heard, proceed as follows :-
( i)  STOP BREATHI G. Remove headgear and place it  
between the knees. Remove spectacles. 
( i i )  Take the respirator out of its carrier and hold it in front of 
the face with the thumbs under the side straps. (SLl' Fig. 1 5.)  
(iii) T.b.t�H llle��hi..'l .. \\ell into the bollom of the faccpkx:e. pul l 
the ::.lraps"over the head with the thumbs and place the T-buckle 
oontrally at the back of the head. (See Fi�. 16.) 
(IV) Feel round the edges of the facepiccc to sec that no parts of 
It are folded inwards and make sure that the straps are nOl lwisted. 
The respirator should nO\\' be giving full protection. 
(v) B10\\ out to expel any gas from the facepicce and carry on 
breathing normally. Replace the headgear. 
When the .. Gas Clear ' I  signal (hand bell) IS heard the respirator 1� 
ta!..en off b) placwg a thumb under the T-buckle at the back of the bead 
and pulling It forward over the bead so that the respirator is lowered 
downwards from the face. (See Fig. 1 7.) NO OTHER M ETHOD OF 
REMOVING THE RESPIRATOR IS PERMISSIBLE AS IT �IAY 
EVENTUALLY RES LT IN DAMAGE TO IT. 
To Adjust a Chilian Re.spirator on aoother Person 
There may be occasions when it is necessary to put the rcspiratlJr on 
another per::.on who is unable to do it for himsclf. for e�ample. someone \\ho is Injured. or a child. It  is done from behind and the inj ured 
per�o" must either be sitting or lying, if an adult, but a child may be 
�tanding provided its head is below shoulda lcvel of the person 
doing it.  The method is 3S follows :-
(i)  Turn the head-harness forward ovcr the front of the face­
piece. HoM the respirator in both bands with the lingers oUI::.lde 
and the thumbs inside the faceplcce on either �iJe of the chill 
hollow. 
(ii) Catch tbe chin bollow of the facepiecc under the chin of the 
\\-earer and soc tbat it fits snugly. Then slide the hands up the edge 
of the facepiecc, catching the head·harn�s on the way. and dra\\ 
tbe head-harness QVCt the head into the correct positt<>I1. 
(iii) Adjust the straps of the bead·harness to hold the faccpiece 
111 position. 
2. Civilian DUlY and Service Respirators _ 
These respirators will be carried in the " Slung POSition " normally, 
but during periods of alert they should be brought to the .- Alert 
Position." 
The Slung Position 
Place the sling of the haversack over the head and slip the left arm 
through it so that the haversack rests on tbe left hip. The haversack is 
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Fig. 15.  
Prepartng to PUt on the Civilian RespIrator 
k.ept c1o\cd �1tl(j III  the en",", or the S�r\lcc R�,plrJ(or. the prC'h �tud, of the flop of the rc\p,ralor compartment ll1u\t he Im\Oud ... the bod) 
.. 1Il'rt Pmifioll 
'I ' M. \ t ( 1  R I ."i I' I R \ T O K  




Fig. 1 6. 
ThrustIng the chin into the CIvilian Respirator. 
, Undo the pre�'1 �tuds of the respirator companment. 
J. Take out the whipcord and thread it through the D ring 011 
the right of the haversack. 
The latest type of haversack ha� no 0\. The whipcord I� 
\ccured to the haversack near the bottom right hand corner and 
when not in use is carried in a .. mall pocket on the olllc;ide orthe 
haversack. 
1 0 1  
Fig. 17.  
Taking off the Civilian Respirator 
4. Lift the ha\cr�ack well up on the chest and drop the sling 
down the back. 
5. Pas� the \\ hlpcord through the sling at the back and secure 
to the D 011 the left of the b3\Cr�ack with a slip knot. or b) laking 
a turn round the qUick relea�c bUllon \\here litis is fitted in place 
of the D. 
6. Fold over the flap of the haversack to cover tbe respinttor. 
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C I V I L I A N  D U T Y  R E S P I R A T O R  
Swing the haversack t o  the front of tbe body. 
Open the haversack to tbe fullest extent (except when raining). 
To put 011 the R�spiraror from tire A lerl Position 
Imm�di:ltely the presence of gas is noticed or suspected, or the Gas 
Alarm I� heard, proceed as follows :-
I .  STOP BREATHI G. 
2. Place the chin strap of the helmet under the chin and push 
the helmet to the back of tbe neck. Remove the ��r"'<.t"'l&.S ol .....  ,.. 
3.  Take hold of the respirator in the right hand with the Service 
Respirator by the valve holder. but with the Civilian Duty 
Respirator by the binding securing the container to the facepiecc. 
4. Pull it out of the haversack and turn It towards the face. 
5. Place the thumbs inside the two lowcr elastics on each side 
and slide them wide apart. 
6. Bring the facepiece up to tbe face and dig the chin well into it. 
7. Pull the harness o\,er the head with thc thumbs and sce that 
the pad is centrally placed at lbe back of the head. (See Fig. 18.) 
8.  Settle the facepicce comfortably on the face and see that the 
edgc .. 3 re not doubled inwards or the straps of the harncss t\\ Isted. 
The respirator should now be giving full protection. 
9. Blow out to c'(pe:1 any gas from the facepiece and resume 
brc3thlllg. 
10. Brmg the helmet forward on to the head and replace the chin 
-amp on the point of the chin. 
To pur 011 the Respirator from lhe Slung Position 
It i., pos:.ible that a surprise gas attack might catch members of the 
Civil Defence Services carrying their respirators in the Slung po�ition. 
In these circumstances they must put their respirator!; on as quickly 
as possible "nd. when fully protected, adjust the haversack in the Alert 
posit ion. The Drill is as follows :-
I. STOP BREATHING. 
2. Swing the haversack to the front of the body and. in the case 
of the Service Respirator, slip the lefl arm through the ... Iing. 
3. Proceect as in putting on the respirator from lhe Alert 
position. In putting on the Service Respirator it m3) be fOllnd 
easier to bend forwards. 
4. After putting 00 the helmet and adJustmg the chill strap. 
bring the haversack to the Alert position. 
To take off tire Facepiece 
When the " Gas Clear " signal is heard, and not bcfore, thl! faceplece 
of the Service Respirator or the Civilian Duty Respirator may be 
removed as follows :-
P Sf e 8 H-il5R e) eshidd. 
I. f. Push the helmet to the back of the neck. 
1..3. Insert two fingers of either hand between the chin and the 
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PuUtng o n  the Civil ian Duty Respirator 
faeepleel! .Ind femO\e \\llh an up"ard Jnd bac\...\\ard OlO\ cmcnt. 
(See Fig. 19.)  
1', A. Witb the Sen lc\! Rc�plrator let  the faceplecc hang b} the 
conncct1llg lube. With the Civilian Duty Respirator leI It hang b� 
Qne of the Iilrap� of the head-harnes, from the thumb of either 
hand 
'to S P I 0 II:: I c h C2 c h'elEt 8 d �placc the helmet. 
1 04  
Fig. 19. 
Taking off the Civilian Duty RespIrator 
To Rep/ace ill 'he Hm'ersacJ,. 
As soon as the facepiece of the Service Respirator or the Civilian 
Duty Respirator has been taken off it must be replaced In its haversack 
correctly so that it is ready for instant use when required again. 
This is done 3S fol lows :-Hold the facepiece in the right hand with 
the fingers on one eyepiece and tbe tbumb on the other and the valve 
holder or conta iner lying in  the palm of the hand with the inside of 
lOS 
Fig. 20. 
Folding the Civilian Duty Respirator 
the raccpl\:�cc up\\:lrd:). Drop the pad and straps of the hC3d-hJ.rne�, 
inside the facepleec. (Set' Fig. 20.) Squeeze the c)cpieccs together and 
push the facepleee or respirator Into the havcr:>acl..  forehead part first, 
With the harness buckles to the wearer'!,> nght. (See Fig. 2 1 .) Fold over 
the flap of tbe Service Respirator haversack. 
To adjust a Senoice or Cil'/'Uan Duty Respirator 011 another Person 
Should it be necessnry to put a respirator on anyone unable to do it  
himself, it should be done as follows :-
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Returning [ h e  Civilian Duty Respirator t o  Its haversack 
( I )  Gel behind him. 
(:!) TaJ..e hi" rc"'piralor out of I '"  h;ncr"u.:J.. .1Ilt.! hold It  III both 
hand.., \\ jth the Ihumb� inside the 1\\0 lo\\cr harn..:" .. ,trap') pOl1lt1ng 
up\\ard ... Jnd the finger ... oUI�idc the facepuxc. 
(3) Catch the chin part of the fdC�plI ..'cc under til..: chin �Ind dril\\ 
the head-harnc ..... o\'er the head. 
(4) Straighten the facepiece and �eltlc It comlnrtahl) on the facc. 
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